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A B S T R A C T

This systematic literature review collected and summarized research on consumer preferences and the purchase
behaviour of food products with nutritional claims (NCs) and health claims (HCs), to reconcile, and expand
upon, the findings of previous studies. First, considering that consumer behaviour is affected by a wide range of
factors, to narrow the research we used a theoretical framework and divided the determinants of the effects of
NCs and HCs on consumers’ preferences and purchasing behaviour into consumer characteristics, product char-
acteristics, and consumers’ personal processes, using the quality perception process. Second, since most studies
were conducted within the European Union (EU), we collected the scientific literature from 2006, when the law
on NCs and HCs was harmonized in the EU, until September 2020. This same period was used to scan for other
studies outside EU who used similar terminology on NCs and HCs. In total, 125 articles were found to be relevant
for further analysis. The results showed that consumer characteristics such as familiarity, nutritional knowledge,
motivation, and demographics affected choices. Extrinsic product characteristics, such as price, brand, colour,
packaging shape and NCs and HCs, affected purchase decisions. Taste was the most important intrinsic character-
istic, and consumers are not willing to sacrifice the pleasure of sensory function for health benefits. Perceived
healthiness, understanding of the claims, liking and use were important factors that affected consumers’ personal
processes in purchasing food with NCs and HCs. A challenge for future research is to consider exploiting new
technologies and more realistic experimental methods to provide information that represents as close as possible
consumers’ behaviour in real-life situations.

1. Introduction

Consumers’ food choices and interests in leading a healthy lifestyle
have increased continuously in recent years (Steinhauser and Hamm,
2018). The health-related benefits of food products can be communi-
cated by various means (e.g., traffic light systems, symbols, logos etc.).
However, many manufacturers choose nutritional claims (NCs) and
health claims (HCs) to help consumers make healthy food choices.
Based on the EU Regulation No. 1924/2006, NCs indicate that a food
has certain nutritional properties, while HCs indicate the relationship
between food with nutritional properties and the health effects. A NC is
not the same as a HC. Fig. 1 reports the specific definitions for the dif-
ferent claims within the EU. The EU however, was not the first jurisdic-

tion to regulate statements related to the nutritional content of implied
health effects of food ingredients. Already in 1991, the “Food for Spe-
cific Health Uses” (FOSHU) system was first developed in Japan
(Ohama et al 2006) and other countries followed in the years there-
after, among others including Australia and New Zealand, Brazil,
Canada, China, Mexico, the Republic of Korea and the United States of
America (De Boer and Bast, 2015). Even though globally, similar termi-
nology is used to define NCs and HCs, regulatory differences exist in
what claims are allowed on food products or other categories of health-
enhancing products (De Boer and Bast, 2015; Domínguez Díaz et al.,
2020). In most countries, claims need to be based on scientific evi-
dence, but in Europe specifically, NCs and HCs need to be authorised
prior to their usage on the market (De Boer and Bast, 2015; Hobbs et al.,
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Fig. 1. Claim, nutritional and health claim definitions (based on Regulation No. 1924/2006).

2014). Since most studies found in this research were conducted within
the EU, we decided to use as a study screening period the year 2006,
when the law on NCs and HCs was harmonized in the EU, until Septem-
ber 2020. We use the same study screening period to select studies out-
side the EU as well, and more precisely, include only studies that used a
similar terminology as the one used in Regulation No. 1924/2006 on
NCs and HCs for further analysis.

The specific nutritional content of food products expressed by NCs
(e.g., ‘fat-free’, ‘source of calcium’ etc.) may be of interest to a specific
group of consumers particularly concerned with the nutritional aspects
of their diet choices. Whereas, the health properties of the food prod-
ucts highlighted with HCs, could attract different consumers that are
more interested in the direct link between food and health (e.g., Cal-
cium is necessary for maintaining bones under normal conditions).
Since the harmonization of the EU legislation on NCs and HCs, new
food products are continuously being launched in the EU, and competi-
tion among brands and food categories bearing NCs and/or HCs on the
front of pack (FOP) is becoming more intense (Ares and Gámbaro,
2007; Hoefkens and Verbeke, 2013). For this reason, research into con-
sumer behaviour is crucial in the development of foods that bear NCs
and/or HCs.

Previous studies have shown that NCs and HCs have a positive effect
on consumer preferences and purchase behaviour (Ballco et al., 2019;
Ballco et al., 2020a; Ballco et al., 2020b; Ballco and de-Magistris, 2018;
Ballco and de-Magistris, 2019; Barreiro-Hurlé et al., 2010a; Barreiro-
Hurlé et al., 2010b; Jurado and Gracia, 2017; Kaur et al., 2017). By con-
trast, others reveal that NCs and HCs have little to no effect on increas-
ing consumer preferences and/or their willingness to pay (WTP)
(Aschemann-Witzel and Grunert, 2015; Bialkova et al., 2016;
Lähteenmäki, 2013; Orquin and Scholderer, 2015; Stancu et al., 2017;
Van Buul and Brouns, 2015). Some studies report even lower purchase
intentions (Berning et al., 2011; Kiesel and Villas-Boas, 2013). This
mixed evidence has also been discussed in the results of several studies
(Annunziata and Vecchio, 2013; Hieke et al., 2015; Lähteenmäki, 2013;
Steinhauser and Hamm, 2018), but the absence of a consensus in the re-
sults of studies on consumer preferences concerning NCs and HCs is a

complicated matter that requires further investigation. This review re-
search aims to bring forward and summarize determinants of the effects
of NCs and HCs on consumer preferences and purchase behaviour. To
reach this main objective, an adapted theoretical framework from two
pioneering studies (Fernqvist and Ekelund, 2014; Grunert and Wills,
2007) is used. This divides the determinants of the effects of NCs and
HCs into three categories (consumer characteristics, product character-
istics, and consumers’ personal processes).

This review considers NCs and HCs that are explicitly labelled on
the FOP in written form, mainly as similarly defined in the EU
Regulation No. 1924/2006, and does not consider symbols, nutrition
fact tables and/or labels present on the back of the pack, guideline daily
amounts, multiple traffic lights, star ratings or other types of labelling
formats. The research also considers studies outside the EU that explore
consumer behaviour on food products with NCs and HCs with a similar
terminology (e.g., low fat, low salt) as the one used in Regulation No.
1924/2006 on NCs and HCs for further analysis. Considering the in-
creasing market demand for food with NCs and HCs, as well as the in-
creasing number of consumer studies, there is a need to review the
growing knowledge base on consumer behaviour towards these claims.
There have been some previous attempts to bring forward and summa-
rize the main effects of choosing food products with health benefits.
These attempts, however, have mainly examined the overall consumer
preferences for functional foods (FFs) with different formats of labels,
including labels for genetically modified and organic products (Kaur et
al., 2017; Miller and Cassady, 2015; Mogendi et al., 2016; Siró et al.,
2008). Only the review by Steinhauser and Hamm (2018) examines
consumer preferences and choice behaviours concerning NCs and HCs,
using a different approach and a different theoretical framework from
ours. We build our study based on this research. Besides the extrinsic at-
tributes of a food product, we also consider intrinsic attributes such as
taste that affect the purchase of food products with NCs and HCs. Al-
though this review considers the EU legislation as the baseline legisla-
tion since most studies found were conducted in the EU, the aim is to
bring forward and summarize the determinants of the effects of NCs
and HCs on consumer preferences and purchase behaviour. Therefore,
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we also include studies outside the EU that explore consumer prefer-
ences and behaviour for NCs and HCs with a similar terminology as the
one used in Regulation No. 1924/2006 on NCs and HCs as well. Includ-
ing cross-border studies will provide a better comparison of consumer
preferences and their behaviour, especially for consumers from coun-
tries that have used NCs and HCs a long time before their use in the EU
countries, which have a high level of familiarity with these claims.

2. Theoretical framework

Before mentioning the studies found, it is important to consider the
types of effects that are possible and of interest. For this purpose, we de-
veloped a theoretical framework, that is based on consumer decision
making and attitude formation and change. Research on consumer deci-
sion-making deals with processes that determine product choice in a sit-
uation that mimics a real-life purchase, where multiple options are
available, and explores how choice is affected by the attributes/infor-
mation of the choice alternatives (Bettman 1979; Bettman et al., 1998).
Additionally, research on attitude formation and behavioural change deal
with how consumers process the information when exposed to it,
whether the information has a meaning for them, and whether it has a
positive or negative significance to them, which is a prerequisite to af-
fect their choice behaviour (Grunert and Wills, 2007; McGuire 1985;
Petty and Cacioppo 1986). The theoretical framework in Fig. 2 is devel-
oped considering these two streams of research. The basic structure
considers the classical step model of consumer decision-making (e.g.,
Engel et al. 1968) and a model for predictive measurements of commu-
nication effects (e.g., Lavidge and Steiner 1961). The main reason for
basing our review on this approach is that this framework explains the
consecutive steps from label exposure to food choice in a detailed way
including the extrinsic and intrinsic characteristics of the food product.
This framework has been also proven to be a valid tool when exploring
consumer preferences and behaviours of credence quality cues such as
NCs and HCs and sustainability labels (Fernqvist and Ekelund 2014;
Grunert et al., 2014; Grunert et al., 2010; Grunert and Wills, 2007).

There is a hierarchy of stages that a consumer goes through before
making a purchasing decision, which begins with search and exposure
and ends with the final purchasing behaviour of the food with NCs and
HCs (Fig. 2). Fernqvist and Ekelund (2014) use the consumer quality
perception framework to explain the determinants for how the quality
attributes of a physical product are formed by the quality cues coming
from the product’s intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics (Steenkamp,
1990). However, search and exposure to quality attributes do not neces-
sarily imply that the attributes are perceived, understood, and/or are
likely to be used in the decision-making process. Grunert and Wills

(2007), in their theoretical framework, suggest that, besides various
consumer characteristics such as interest, knowledge and demographics
that affect search and exposure towards food with NCs and HCs, there
are some other consumer characteristics, such as perception, under-
standing, liking and use (summarized under ‘consumers’ personal
processes’ in Fig. 2) that influence purchasing behaviour. Considering
both frameworks, Fig. 2 adapts a conceptual framework to examine the
influence of consumer characteristics, product characteristics and con-
sumers’ personal processes on purchase behaviour concerning food
with NCs and HCs.

Searching for the information displayed on the package of a food
product is a necessary step but not a sufficient condition to consider the
assimilation of the information (i.e., only part of the available informa-
tion is considered as a bias that can be properly detected). Searching for
the information displayed on food packages has a greater effect when
the consumer is familiar with the claim, has sufficient knowledge and
ability to select food based on his/her interest, and is motivated toward
healthy eating. The likelihood of processing the displayed information
increases if the consumer is exposed to the characteristics of the food
product. Product characteristics can be intrinsic or extrinsic. An intrin-
sic characteristic is any information stimuli of the physical product that
cannot change without altering the essence of the product itself
(Poulsen et al., 1996). In the case of food products with NCs and HCs,
intrinsic product characteristics are given by the combination of the
health-enhancing ingredient with the type of carrier used. An extrinsic
characteristic is an informational stimulus not physically part of the
product (e.g., the product’s label and its elements) (Grunert et al.,
1996). In our case, NCs and HCs available on the labels, the brand of the
product, and its package are extrinsic characteristics. Intrinsic and ex-
trinsic characteristics work usually as tools to inform consumers about
the product’s properties and attract and influence consumers’ purchas-
ing decisions. The exposure to the intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics
of the products has an effect on subsequent behaviour only when the
consumer perceives the information, whether consciously or subcon-
sciously. Conscious perception is expected to be stronger and to affect
subsequent behaviour (Grunert and Wills, 2007). Perception then leads
to understanding, which is the meaning that the consumer attaches to
what he/she perceives from the claims. Consumers’ understanding of
NCs and HCs may be subjective or objective and may include specific
inferences (detailed in section 4.3.2). After consumers have perceived,
understood, and processed the information, they may like the label.
Consumers may like a label either because they find the information
easy to understand or because they like other characteristics of the food
product (e.g., colour, brand, organic and/or sustainability, environ-
mental factors etc.). Liking is not necessarily linked with understand-

Fig. 2. Conceptual framework of the influence of consumer characteristics, product characteristics and consumers’ personal processes on purchase behaviour of food
with NCs and HCs.
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ing, but it may have an impact on the effect of the label. Overall, a label
that is liked leads to a more positive evaluation of the product even
when the label is not understood (Grunert and Wills, 2007; Petty and
Cacioppo, 1986). The final decision consists of the use of label informa-
tion, which depending on the above mentioned will end either by pur-
chasing the product or by searching for another one with other charac-
teristics. The product characteristics and the steps of the personal
processes, including search, exposure, intrinsic and extrinsic character-
istics, perception, understanding, liking and use, will be influenced by
several factors, which in Fig. 2 are defined under consumer characteris-
tics. Kotler et al. (2013) mention four sets of consumer characteristics
(i.e., personal-related factors) that influence the consumer decision-
making process. These include personal (demographics, personality,
lifestyle), psychological (familiarity, knowledge, perceptions, motives,
attitudes, involvement), cultural (social class, reference group), and so-
cial factors (family, reference groups). In addition to consumer charac-
teristics, environmental factors and product-related factors may influ-
ence the process (Kotler et al., 2013). In this review, we will mention
the most prominent factors that have been discussed in the literature
and are likely to play a role, based on general consumer behaviour the-
ory. This framework is therefore used to extract information from, and
evaluate, the studies found.

3. Methodology

To achieve the main objective of the research, we used a systematic
literature review methodology from social sciences to select articles
from online academic databases. Compared to narrative reviews, this
systematic literature technique has the advantage of being more ex-
plicit; it is a more accurate selection process that involves a multi-step
procedure similar to that used in research surveys (Bimbo et al., 2017;
Petticrew and Roberts, 2006). Studies published in academic journals in
the field of NCs and HCs were retrieved and classified for the selection
of the determinants of the effects of NCs and HCs on food choices, and
an inventory of four relevant online databases (Thomson Reuters Web
of Science, Science Direct, EBSCO and ProQuest) was used. The search
process was restricted to research papers published in English in peer-

reviewed journals from 2006 to 2020. The choice of this period was mo-
tivated by the year of establishment of EU Regulation No. 1924/2006
and the preparation of the manuscript (September 2020). As illustrated
in Fig. 3, the selection process and the inclusion/exclusion criteria re-
duced the number of studies employing structured queries developed
using Boolean operators and a set of keywords.

Papers on other related topics, like medical or clinical trials related
to nutrition labelling, were not included. Additionally, books, book
chapters, revised editions of books, conference papers, editorial notes
and commentaries, and articles in other languages were excluded from
the research. The search terms needed to be linked to the various topics
covering NCs and HCs. The following key terms were used to search the
databases – “nutrition claim” AND/OR “health claim” AND “consumer”
(for all texts in the title, the abstract and keywords) OR ‘health label’
OR ‘nutrition label’ OR ‘nutritional claims’ OR ‘perception’ OR’atti-
tude’ OR ‘consumption’ OR ‘acceptance’ OR ‘understanding’ OR ‘be-
haviour’ OR ‘purchase’ OR ‘knowledge’ OR ‘motivation’ were searched
for in the title, the keywords, and/or the abstract of the article. It is
worth mentioning that since we considered the EU legislation to narrow
the wording terminology between EU and non-EU countries and the pe-
riod of selecting the studies (2006–2020), many studies were not se-
lected. In addition, studies that collected their data before 2006 and
were published after this year, were not included. The search output
initially included 1353 articles: 193 identified via Web of Science, 207
via EBSCO, 530 via ProQuest, and 423 via ScienceDirect. In the first
step, the language of the study, the type of publication (i.e., research
paper or review), and the focus of the study not being a medicinal or
clinical trial were used as selection criteria. In the second step, the titles
and abstracts of the remaining 673 papers were inspected, and dupli-
cates and studies that did not include consumers and consumer behav-
iour were excluded. By duplicates, we mean exact copies found during
the search process in the online databases (Thomson Reuters Web of
Science, Science Direct, EBSCO and ProQuest). In the third step, the re-
maining 168 studies were further reduced by excluding 43 papers that
did not include similar terminologies of NCs and/or HCs and 19 litera-
ture reviews. The final list of the 125 articles, and a summary of their
key findings, are reported in the appendix in Table A1.

Fig. 3. Process for selection of papers.
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Evidence from previous studies indicates that food products bearing
NCs and HCs are seen as healthier than food without claims
(Aschemann-Witzel and Hamm, 2009, 2010; Ballco et al., 2019; Ballco
et al., 2020a; Moon et al., 2011) for which consumers are willing to pay
a premium (Ballco et al., 2020b; Ballco and de-Magistris, 2018, Ballco
and de-Magistris, 2019; Barreiro-Hurlé et al., 2008; Barreiro-Hurlé et
al., 2010a; Barreiro-Hurlé et al., 2010b; de-Magistris et al., 2016; de-
Magistris and Lopéz-Galán, 2016; Jurado and Gracia, 2017; Van
Wezemael et al., 2014). However, although consumers express positive
attitudes towards food with NCs and HCs, their purchase intentions do
not always match their stated views, because there are other factors
(such as consumer characteristics, product characteristics and con-
sumers’ personal processes) that interfere in the process of deciding to
purchase (Fig. 2).

3.1. Consumer characteristics

3.1.1. Product-related factors
Previous research finds a tendency for NCs and HCs to be perceived

more positively by consumers when linked to products with a positive
health image (e.g., yoghurt) (Dean et al., 2007; Lähteenmäki et al.,
2010; Siegrist et al., 2008; Van Kleef et al., 2005). Dutch consumers re-
ported HCs to be more attractive on yoghurt and brown bread and less
attractive on meat and chewing gum (Van Kleef et al., 2005). While
consumers view certain food categories as more suitable than others to
carry NCs and HCs, there is no consistency as to which is the most ap-
propriate product category. Nutritional and health claims are not by de-
fault transferable across food categories, and natural combinations be-
tween a functional ingredient and the carrier product seem to be pre-
ferred (Krutulyte et al., 2011; Teratanavat et al., 2006; Lähteenmäki et
al., 2010). In addition, HCs on different carrier products perform differ-
ently in various countries in terms of perceived healthiness. While re-
spondents in Finland, Germany, Italy and the UK preferred bread and
yoghurt over the cake as the carrier product, the perceived healthiness
of bread scored higher in Germany and Finland than in the UK and Italy
(Saba et al., 2010). The fact that people find NCs and HCs on certain
products more acceptable than on others, does not imply that the over-
all attitude will be more positive because of that claim. Several studies
show that yoghurt (Ares et al., 2008), juices (Jesionkowska et al., 2009;
Verbeke et al., 2009), honey (Ares and Gambaro, 2007) and low-fat
foods (Lyly et al., 2007), that tend to be perceived as healthy per se, do
not benefit from an enrichment with a functional ingredient. Con-
versely, certain food categories with a less ‘healthy’ image (e.g.,
spreads, mayonnaise) benefit from carrying HCs (Ares et al., 2008;
Barreiro-Hurlé et al., 2010b).

3.1.2. Environmental factors
Parallel to the trend towards healthier food, a trend towards more

environmentally friendly or ‘green’ food has emerged (Aschemann-
Witzel et al., 2013a; Aschemann-Witzel et al., 2013b). Several studies
indicate that consumers are becoming more sensitive to sustainability
issues and are more aware of the effect that their diets may have on the
environment in the long run (De Marchi et al., 2016). This is also one
main reason (besides health) why they value environmentally friendly
attributes such as ‘organic’, and ‘carbon trust’ displayed on labels (De
Marchi et al., 2016). However, to the best of our knowledge, few studies
have considered simultaneously the effect of environmental factors on
NCs and HCs, or that has combined different types of FOP claims with
NCs and HCs (Biondi and Camanzi, 2020). One example is the work of
Cagalj et al. (2016) on organic products who found that the claims re-
lated to the environmental and health dimensions equally increased the
WTP for the product. Biondi and Camanzi (2020) explored consumers’
perception of NCs and their positive environmental impacts. Findings
show that consumers exposed to NCs enhanced the overall positive per-
ception of not only the product’s naturalness and healthiness but also

the appreciation of products’ environmental friendliness as well. Asche-
mann-Aschemann-Witzel et al. (2013a), Aschemann-Witzel et al.
(2013b) who examined consumer preferences for organic foods with
NCs and HCs show that occasional organic buyers were more likely to
choose products with NCs and HCs. Conversely, two consumer studies
show that products with HCs are perceived as less natural and environ-
mentally friendly because most examples known to consumers are in
fact of the type where the functionality is derived from technology-
based enhancement, modification, removal or addition (Kahl et al.,
2012; Lähteenmäki et al., 2010).

3.1.3. Attitudes and beliefs
Consumers’ attitudes and beliefs determine their responses to NCs

and HCs. In a study by Verbeke et al., (2009), the general attitude to-
wards food products with health benefits had the strongest effect on
how positively NCs and HCs were rated. This has been named the ‘con-
gruence with own beliefs’ effect (Jesionkowska et al., 2009;
Lähteenmäki et al., 2010; Wills et al., 2012). Consumer belief in the
positive relationship between diet and health may be important in
shaping demand for food with NCs and HCs. For this reason, studies
suggest that claims who address a topic of personal relevance have
more consumer appeal (Dean et al., 2007; Lalor et al., 2009; Verbeke et
al., 2009). The study by Dean et al. (2007) show that the self-reported
need to pay attention to health was the most important factor affecting
how people see the particular product bearing HCs. Participants who
worry about their health saw more benefits in all the products tested
than those who do not look after their health. Therefore, indicating that
perceived susceptibility to illness and personal relevance play a signifi-
cant role in the perception of foods with HCs. Consumers who do not
appreciate the impact of their diet on health will subsequently be more
negative concerning NCs and HCs (Lalor et al., 2011a). In other words,
health status does not necessarily lead to a belief of the NCs and HCs
relevance. However, it should be noted that self-reported need to pay
attention to health and objectively defined health status as assessed by
a physician are two different points that do not necessarily correlate.
Overall, female gender, a general interest in health and higher socioe-
conomic status tended to enhance personal relevance, and thus lead to
more favourable attitudes towards HCs (Ares et al., 2008; Ares et al.,
2009; Sabbe et al., 2009).

3.1.4. Familiarity
The concept of familiarity is related to the consumer’s previous ex-

periences with the product and with the NCs and HCs. The majority of
studies found in this review suggest that a consumer’s familiarity with
the product and the NCs and HCs is linked to positive preferences
(Annunziata and Mariani, 2019; Benson et al., 2018, 2019; Cavaliere et
al., 2015; Dean et al., 2012; Grunert et al., 2009; Hodgkins et al., 2019;
Hung et al., 2017; Hung and Verbeke, 2019; Orquin, 2014; Verbeke et
al., 2009; Wong et al., 2014). By contrast, Banks et al. (2018) find that,
in five European countries, the strength of the inferences about health
benefits that a consumer draws from HCs is predicted independently by
the strength of the trust in the HC, but not by familiarity with the claim.

Independently, several studies that examine consumer behaviour to-
ward food with NCs and HCs report that consumers have higher prefer-
ences for food products with familiar claims such as calcium and vita-
min C than they do for foods with less well-known nutrients such as β-
glucans (Ares et al., 2009; Carrillo et al., 2012a; Krutulyte et al., 2011;
Krystallis and Chrysochou, 2012; Miklavec et al., 2015; Van Trijp and
Van der Lans, 2007). Additionally, NCs and HCs receive a more positive
evaluation from consumers on food products that are the typical carri-
ers of such claims (yoghurt, breakfast cereals, margarine, cheese and
breakfast biscuits) (Ballco et al., 2019; Ballco et al., 2020a; Ballco et al.,
2020b; Ballco and de-Magistris, 2019; Barreiro-Hurlé et al., 2010b;
Carrillo et al., 2012a, 2012b; de-Magistris and Lopéz-Galán, 2016; Dean
et al., 2012; Jurado and Gracia, 2017; Lalor et al., 2011b; Saba et al.,
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2010; Verbeke et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2008). These results suggest
that, when searching for food products with NCs and HCs, consumers
use their previous knowledge. Another important factor, mentioned in
the study by Steinhauser and Hamm (2018), is that familiarity does not
only vary depending on the country but also depends heavily on the
time over which consumers are exposed to the claim. For example, com-
pared to European consumers, some studies conducted in the USA find
that consumers have more positive attitudes towards food with NCs and
HCs, which may be because they have been familiar with these claims
since the 1980 s, while European consumers have only seen them since
the 2000 s (Aschemann-Witzel and Grunert, 2015). Therefore, con-
sumers’ familiarity with food categories and the varieties of NCs and
HC varies not only between countries such as the USA and different Eu-
ropean counties (Van Trijp and Van der Lans, 2007) but also over the
time during which consumers are exposed to them (Skaczkowski et al.,
2016; Steinhauser and Hamm, 2018).

3.1.5. Nutritional knowledge
When consumers observe the packaging of a product, they use inter-

nal and external information. External information consists of the infor-
mation that is provided on the food packaging (Miller and Cassady,
2015), while internal information consists of the knowledge (in our
case, the nutritional knowledge) of the consumer, which is a fundamen-
tal factor that influences the search for and processing of information
(Aschemann-Witzel and Grunert, 2015; Steinhauser and Hamm, 2018).
Nutritional knowledge is divided into subjective nutritional knowledge,
which refers to what a consumer believes they know about nutrition,
and objective nutritional knowledge refers to what is stored in con-
sumers’ memory (Moorman et al., 2004). In their study, Ares et al.
(2008) find that consumers with high objective nutritional knowledge
evaluate food products with NCs and HCs to be healthier than con-
sumers with low objective nutritional knowledge do because the former
have a better understanding of the health effects of HCs. This result is
also reflected in the outcomes of Petrovici et al. (2012), who suggest
that consumers with high objective nutritional knowledge are prone to
read the HCs on products more often than consumers with low objec-
tive knowledge. For Serbian consumers, Mitić and Gligorijević (2015)
detect an overall low level of objective nutritional knowledge, but a
positive correlation between consumers with the lowest level of knowl-
edge and consumers with health problems. In Italy, Annunziata and
Mariani (2019) indicate that objective knowledge of HCs is higher than
that of NCs and has a positive relationship with the education level of
consumers. By contrast, Andrews et al. (2009) find that consumers with
a high objective nutritional knowledge evaluate snack bars with NCs
and HCs less favourably than consumers with low objective nutritional
knowledge. Likewise, Miller et al. (2011) observe that there are back-
lash effects, which cause children to make unhealthier choices when
NCs and HCs are made about their food choices after undergoing an ed-
ucation programme on nutrition. Three studies report no influence of
objective knowledge on the perception or the purchase behaviour for
food with NCs and HCs. More precisely, Lalor et al. (2009) identify no
influence on the purchase behaviour of consumers concerning food
products with NCs and HCs. Barreiro-Hurlé et al. (2010a) find no differ-
ence in the stated use of NCs and HCs while shopping between groups
with different levels of objective nutritional knowledge. Finally, Orquin
(2014) reports that the level of objective nutritional knowledge does
not influence the perception of NCs and HCs.

Regarding subjective nutritional knowledge, Baglione et al. (2012)
find that nutritional knowledge positively affects the purchase of mush-
rooms with HCs. Likewise, eight studies find that subjective nutritional
knowledge positively affects the purchase and consumption of food
with NCs and HCs (Benson et al., 2019; Cavaliere et al., 2015; Gracia et
al., 2007; Hung et al., 2017; Lu, 2015; Øvrum et al., 2012; Steinhauser
et al., 2019a; Tan et al., 2016). Conversely, Cavaliere et al. (2016) no-
tice a negative relationship between nutritional knowledge and con-

sumers’ interest in NCs and HCs, while Coleman et al. (2014) determine
no effect on the intention to purchase bread with HCs in the UK.

3.1.6. Ability
Ability is the proficiency or skills in comprehending information

(Maclnni and Jaworski, 1989) and is associated with the accuracy of us-
ing health-related information such as NCs and HCs (Moorman and
Matulich, 1993). Low levels of ability pose a challenge in encoding and
understanding the health message that NCs and HCs intend to deliver.
Ability can be related to the actual knowledge and competencies that
the recipient has that is relevant to the NCs and HCs. The research of
Grunert et al. (2011) indicates that people who are more knowledge-
able about food and health will find it easier to process HC information
than people with less relevant knowledge. Besides knowledge, the abil-
ity also has a positive relationship with motivation (Hung et al., 2017).
Studies suggest that the interaction of motivation and ability influences
consumers’ health behaviours (Moorman and Matulich, 1993). A high
level of health information processing is the result of high motivation
and ability (Maheswaran and Sternthal, 1990). When motivation and
ability are both at high levels, consumers are expected to engage in cen-
tral route processing (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986), where changes in atti-
tude will last longer and have a stronger predictive power to subse-
quent behaviours (Cacioppo and Petty, 1982). Conversely, low motiva-
tion and ability will result in peripheral processing, with the risk of in-
ferences and less stable effects on attitude and behaviour (Hung et al.,
2017).

3.1.7. Health motivation
The motivation for healthy eating has been defined as the desire of

consumers to process health-related information (Moorman, 1990), and
it strongly influences how consumers advance in their search for expo-
sure to health information for processing, attitude formation and the fi-
nal purchase of the product (Mitchell, 1981). Stronger motivation is
likely to result in a greater effort to understand the meaning of labels, in
information processing with greater depth, and in a greater likelihood
of the labels being used and weighed against other attributes during the
decision-making (Grunert et al., 2014). The research of Bialkova et al.
(2016) illustrates that the effectiveness of NCs and HCs on FOP labels
depends on consumers’ health motivation and on whether the product
is perceived to be healthy. One possible reason that motivates con-
sumers to purchase healthier food is that they are suffering from a dis-
ease (e.g., high blood cholesterol) (Lähteenmäki, 2013). Overall, con-
sumers who perceive their health status to be poor show a higher inter-
est in food with NCs and HCs (Cavaliere et al., 2015). These results are
confirmed by the findings of three studies who suggest that consumers
with a self-reported health problem (e.g., high blood cholesterol), pre-
fer products with HCs referring to the disease and perceive these foods
to be more beneficial for them (Dean et al., 2007; Lalor et al., 2011a;
Lyly et al., 2007). Hung et al. (2017) find that, across ten European
countries, motivation to process information emerges as a key determi-
nant of consumers’ use of HCs. Loebnitz and Grunert (2018) advise
that, in Germany, the interaction effect of NCs and perceived benefits
depends on the consumers’ health motivation. Consumers who are con-
cerned about their health present higher purchase intentions for hedo-
nic food with NCs. These results are confirmed by the findings of
Steinhauser et al. (2019b), who suggest that consumers with a higher
health motivation show more interest in food with NCs and HCs. By
contrast, the research of Chrysochou and Grunert (2014), which mea-
sures health motivation through advertisements, shows that con-
sumers’ purchase intentions are not influenced by the presence of NCs
and HCs in food product advertisements and that consumers with a
higher health motivation do not use functional claims more. Kemp et al.
(2007), who examine consumers’ motivation in processing NCs and
HCs on food packages, also report contrary findings. The study suggests
that consumers with a lower motivation are more likely to be affected
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by NCs and HCs and are more likely to purchase food with these claims
than consumers with higher motivation, who are less likely to rely only
on NCs and HCs.

3.1.8. Socio-demographic characteristics
Research that examines consumer preferences for food with NCs and

HCs indicates that older consumers, who also have a higher chance of
having a health condition, show greater interest than younger individu-
als in choosing food with NCs and HCs (Ares et al., 2009; Cavaliere et
al., 2015, 2016; Dean et al., 2012; Grunert et al., 2010; Hoefkens et al.,
2011; Jurado and Gracia, 2017; Kuhar et al., 2020; Lynam et al., 2011;
Masson et al., 2016; O’Brien et al., 2012; Øvrum et al., 2012; Sabbe et
al., 2009; Siegrist et al., 2008; Szakos et al., 2020; Vidigal et al., 2011;
Vila-López et al., 2017). Likewise, older consumers without health is-
sues also have a stronger intention to purchase food with NCs and HCs
(Ares et al., 2009; Baglione et al., 2012; Ballco et al., 2019; Ballco and
de-Magistris, 2019; Biondi and Camanzi, 2020; Gracia and Barreiro-
Hurlé, 2019; Lalor et al., 2011b). Other studies demonstrate that age
has no impact on consumer preferences and purchase behaviour con-
cerning food with NCs and HCs (Annunziata and Mariani, 2019;
Aschemann-Witzel and Hamm, 2010; Coleman et al., 2014; Hung and
Verbeke, 2019; Kashif, 2013; Klopčič et al., 2020; Lalor et al., 2011a;
Nobrega et al., 2020; Strijbos et al., 2016), while minor differences for
age are reported by another study (Urala and Lähteenmäki, 2007).
Women compared to men have stronger intentions to buy food with
NCs and HCs (Ares et al., 2009; Ares and Gámbaro, 2007; Ballco and de-
Magistris, 2019; Benson et al., 2019; Cavaliere et al., 2015; Gravel et
al., 2012; Grunert et al., 2010; Hoefkens et al., 2011; Jurado and
Gracia, 2017; Lynam et al., 2011; Mitić and Gligorijević, 2015; Sabbe et
al., 2009; Temesi et al., 2019; Vecchio et al., 2016; Vidigal et al., 2011).
Other studies show that gender does not affect preferences or the inten-
tion to purchase food with NCs and HCs (Aschemann-Witzel and
Hamm, 2010; Coleman et al., 2014; Dean et al., 2007; Hung and
Verbeke, 2019; Klopčič et al., 2020; Kuhar et al., 2020; Lyly et al., 2007;
Nobrega et al., 2020). One study illustrates that male consumers show
more positive responses than female consumers do to HCs when pur-
chasing extra virgin olive oil, with young people showing the most posi-
tive response (Contini et al., 2015).

Some studies find that consumers with lower education or lower-
income are more interested in buying food with NCs and HCs (Barreiro-
Hurlé et al., 2010a; Benson et al., 2018; Strijbos et al., 2016; Temesi et
al., 2019). Others find that consumers with a high educational level and
medium–high income show more interest in food with NCs and HCs
(Cavaliere et al., 2016; Mitić and Gligorijević, 2015; Øvrum et al.,
2012; Prieto-Castillo et al., 2015), while other authors suggest that edu-
cation does not affect preferences (Contini et al., 2015; Gracia and
Barreiro-Hurlé, 2019; Hoefkens et al., 2011; Jurado and Gracia, 2017;
Nobrega et al., 2020).

3.2. Product characteristics

3.2.1. Search and exposure
Only labels to which consumers are exposed can be expected to have

an impact on their search for food with NCs and HCs (Grunert and
Wills, 2007). Consequently, searching for a label followed by being ex-
posed to it are the first steps in information processing that will possibly
lead to informed healthy food choices. However, when shopping, time
constraints may prevent a consumer from attending to the information
made available on food products, as many choice decisions are made
within a few seconds; not all the information provided on the product’s
FOP is therefore noted (Milosavljevic and Cerf, 2008). Another reason
that affects searching for and being exposed to food with NCs and HCs
is that consumers are overwhelmed with information on the FOP of
food products. In this regard, Verbeke (2005) suggests that overloading
the package with information makes it more difficult to extract and

process the information of interest and may even lead to confusion.
Likewise, Verbeke (2008) suggests that consumers may apply heuristics
to simplify their decisions, and when selecting food may not attend to
all the product attributes displayed. It is also common that, because of
information overload, consumers only partially process food informa-
tion, and sometimes they are unaware of its presence on the label
(Oliveira et al., 2016; Wedel and Pieters, 2008).

Taken together, this evidence indicates that packaging cues and the
attention that consumers pay to the information play a key role in the
effectiveness of food labelling systems. In their study, Vila-López et al.
(2017) suggest that when consumers search for low-fat food products,
visual clues such as size, colours, and images are more important than
informational cues such as label design, understandable words, and size
of letters. Similarly, the physical appearance of the FOP is considered a
relevant factor that attracts attention and influences the intention to
purchase low-fat products (Küster-Boluda and Vila-López, 2017, 2020).
Findings from other studies suggest that some FOP nutrition labels are
more effective than others in their exposure, as they capture the atten-
tion of consumers more effectively. For example, Carrillo et al. (2014)
examine the perception of symbols and their relative importance when
combined with verbal HCs in Spain and Denmark. Overall, the partici-
pants in both countries perceive the symbols in a similar way, but sym-
bols on the FOP are considered more important than the verbal HC.
Some authors suggest that, compared to other types of nutrition labels
(e.g., daily intake guidelines, health star ratings, and multiple traffic
lights), HCs do not produce a positive bias, while other FOP labels do,
with the daily intake guidelines being the most likely to elicit this bias
(Talati et al., 2016a; Talati et al., 2016b). Since the textual format of
NCs and HCs may not be very attractive in the process of search and ex-
posure, some authors have used eye-tracking technology to measure
whether consumers visually pay attention to these claims on the FOP of
food products and whether their visual attention is related to the final
choice of the food product. The overall findings suggest that the longer
a consumer visually attends to a specific claim, the more likely he/she
is to purchase the respective product with NCs and/or HCs (Steinhauser
et al., 2019a; Ballco et al., 2019; Ballco et al., 2020a). However, visual
attention to health labels is not a predictor of healthy choices. Attention
to health labels might indicate an interest in an unfamiliar food label,
but it does not necessarily indicate that a healthy food choice will be
made (Fenko et al., 2018).

3.2.2. Extrinsic and intrinsic characteristics
Within the search process, consumers are exposed to food attrib-

utes/characteristics that are classified as either intrinsic or extrinsic
characteristics. Extrinsic characteristics are not part of the physical
product and can be changed without altering its physical characteristics
(Olson and Jacoby, 1972). Examples of extrinsic attributes that can in-
fluence the decision to purchase a food product and that can easily be
evaluated by consumers during the purchase decision-making process
include brand, price, and packaging layout, while other extrinsic attrib-
utes are unobservable (e.g., NCs and HCs, or organic and sustainability
claims) and must be described (Fernqvist and Ekelund, 2014). Intrinsic
characteristics, on the other hand, are product attributes that cannot be
changed without altering the physical characteristics of the product it-
self (Olson and Jacoby, 1972). Examples of intrinsic attributes include
sensory properties (e.g., taste, texture) and the chemical and physical
properties of food. Sensory attributes are also known as experience at-
tributes because consumers must experience the food to evaluate them
(Asioli et al., 2017). Exploring the impact of intrinsic and extrinsic at-
tributes enables researchers to obtain more complete and realistic infor-
mation about consumer behaviour in real-life purchase situations
(Grunert, 2015).

3.2.2.1. Extrinsic product characteristics. Apart from the product’s
brand, price, packaging, and organic and sustainability labels, other
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extrinsic attributes of interest to us are the NCs and HCs available on
the FOP. These attributes usually work as tools to inform a consumer
about the properties of the product and attract and influence the deci-
sion to purchase the food product.

First, price is one of the most important attributes influencing the
purchase of food with NCs and HCs (Ballco and de-Magistris, 2019;
Banovic et al., 2019; Krystallis and Chrysochou, 2012; Lalor et al.,
2011a; Lalor et al., 2011b; Stojanović et al., 2017). Overall, consumers
are price sensitive and do not like paying high prices to purchase food
with NCs and HCs. Some studies confirm that the lower the price, the
higher the perceived healthiness of food with NCs and HCs and the
higher the likelihood of the product being purchased (Biondi and
Camanzi, 2020; Steinhauser et al., 2019a). By contrast, other studies
find that consumers are willing to pay higher prices for food products
with NCs and HCs (Ballco et al., 2020b; Ballco and de-Magistris, 2018;
Ballco and de-Magistris, 2019; de-Magistris et al., 2016; de-Magistris
and Lopéz-Galán, 2016; Gracia et al., 2009; Lemken et al., 2017; Lyly et
al., 2007; Marette et al., 2010; Øvrum et al., 2012; Van Wezemael et al.,
2014; Vecchio et al., 2016; Viscecchia et al., 2019).

Besides price, some authors suggest that the brand name affects the
choices of food with NCs and HCs. More specifically, Carrillo et al.
(2012a) find that consumers’ familiarity with a brand name is an im-
portant attribute that enhances the overall acceptance of biscuits with
NCs and HCs in Spain. The brand is important for Uruguayan con-
sumers when choosing cookies and crackers with NCs (Tórtora et al.,
2019), for Greek consumers when choosing milk and yoghurts with HCs
(Krystallis and Chrysochou, 2011), and for Indonesian, Singaporean
and Thai mothers when choosing milk powder with HCs (Tan et al.,
2016). The brand is, however, less important for Danish consumers
when they are choosing healthier options of cheese, butter, and ready-
to-eat soup (Orquin and Scholderer, 2015), and has a negative influence
on German consumers when they are choosing yoghurts, muesli, and
pasta with NCs and HCs (Aschemann-Witzel and Hamm, 2010). Meth-
ods of production, such as organic methods, also tend to have a positive
effect on the purchase of food with NCs and HCs. For example, Asche-
mann-Witzel et al. (2013) point out that organic consumers choose or-
ganic food with NCs over food without claims. Similarly, Vecchio et al.
(2016) show that consumers positively value organic yoghurts with
HCs, while Menozzi et al. (2020) detect positive premiums for sustain-
able fish products with NCs and HCs. Conversely, Gineikiene et al.
(2017) provide empirical evidence that scepticism of HCs is negatively
related to the perceived healthiness of organic and conventional yo-
ghurt.

Numerous authors indicate that the presence of NCs and HCs may
lead some groups of consumers to make healthy food choices (Ballco et
al., 2020a; de-Magistris et al., 2016; de-Magistris and Lopéz-Galán,
2016; Gracia and Barreiro-Hurlé, 2019; Marette et al., 2010; Øvrum et
al., 2012; Stojanović et al., 2017). Overall, products with NCs and HCs
are part of a healthy diet (Kaur et al., 2017). However, evidence regard-
ing preferences indicates that the presence of several types of NCs and
HCs does not generate any positive effects and may even generate nega-
tive effects on consumer preferences. Specifically, Ballco et al. (2020b)
show that HCs related to the fibre content do not add value to NCs, sug-
gesting that the use of the NC alone is the most effective communica-
tion on breakfast biscuits. Carrillo et al. (2012b) find that NCs raise neg-
ative preferences for biscuits. Similarly, salt-related NCs are valued neg-
atively on packaged cheese in Spain (de-Magistris and Lopéz-Galán,
2016). In Italy, Miele et al. (2010) report that HCs on mayonnaise do
not affect consumer preferences. In Slovenia, Miklavec et al. (2015) dis-
cover that consumers attach a negative preference to claims related to
the metabolism of fat from yoghurts. In the USA, Miller et al. (2011) il-
lustrate that consumers show negative preferences for NCs on breakfast
cereals. Finally, in Denmark, Orquin and Scholderer (2015) detect that
HCs have a negative effect on the purchase intention of cheese, butter,
and ready-to-eat soup. Consumer preferences also vary between NCs

and HCs. Precisely, the results of Williams et al. (2008) suggest that,
overall, consumers prefer HCs to NCs. Similar findings are reported by
other studies, especially for HCs about controlling the levels of choles-
terol. Specifically, HCs on dairy products that prevent cardiovascular
diseases by lowering or controlling cholesterol levels are well accepted
by consumers (Ares and Gámbaro, 2007; Ballco et al., 2020a; Ballco et
al., 2020b; Ballco and de-Magistris, 2018; Ballco and de-Magistris,
2019; Crofton et al., 2013; Landström et al., 2007). Moreover, Marette
et al. (2010) find positive WTP for food with cholesterol HCs even for
participants without high cholesterol problems.

Another factor that affects consumer preferences for food with NCs
and HCs is whether these extrinsic attributes are labelled on healthy or
unhealthy food products (Bialkova et al., 2016; Lalor et al., 2009; Lu,
2015; Szakos et al., 2020; Temesi et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2008).
Several studies in the literature show that the presence of NCs and HCs
lead to more positive preferences when they are labelled on the FOP of
unhealthy, rather than healthy, foods (Ares et al., 2008; Barreiro-Hurlé
et al., 2010b; Carrillo et al., 2012a; Gravel et al., 2012; Hartmann et al.,
2008; Krutulyte et al., 2011; Krystallis and Chrysochou, 2012; Maubach
et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2011). By contrast, healthy food with NCs and
HCs can create suspicion, as consumers might question the purpose of
making healthy food even healthier (Lähteenmäki, 2013). This is con-
firmed by the results of Lampila et al. (2009) that improving a healthy
product by adding healthy nutrients is deemed unnecessary. Consumers
state that they would like to see nutritious enhancements in unhealthy
products instead.

Last, the packaging is another extrinsic product characteristic that
attracts attention and can influence the purchase decisions of con-
sumers. Among others, Ares and Deliza (2010) examine the effect of
packaging attributes on consumers’ willingness to purchase low-fat
chocolate milk desserts. Their findings illustrate that the colour and
shape of the packaging influence consumers’ purchases and that brown
packaging increases the willingness to purchase the product. The shape
of the packaging shows mixed effects on preferences for buying a low-
fat dessert.

3.2.2.2. Intrinsic product characteristics. Among the intrinsic attributes
of a food product with NCs and HCs, the taste is perceived as one of the
most influential purchasing factors Ballco and de-Magistris, 2019;
Bialkova et al., 2016; Carrillo et al., 2012b; Lalor et al., 2011a;
Romagny et al., 2017). However, the desire to consume tasty food is of-
ten in contradiction with the desire to eat healthily, leading to a wide-
spread assumption that unhealthy food tastes better than healthy food
(Suzuki and Park, 2018). The literature has illustrated that consumers
intuitively believe that the less healthy a food product, the better it will
taste (Hamblin, 2018; Mai and Hoffmann, 2015; Raghunathan et al.,
2006; Suzuki and Park, 2018). For example, in the USA Choi et al.
(2012) find that foods advertised with nutrient-content claims are eval-
uated as healthier but less tasty than foods advertised with taste claims.
By contrast, foods advertised with taste claims are perceived to be
tastier but less healthy than foods advertised with nutrient-content
claims. This intuition may be partially true for food with NCs and HCs
in which the fat, sugar, and salt content, which is associated with im-
proved taste and palatability of foods, is altered (Drewnowski and
Specter, 2004; Kourouniotis et al., 2016; Vadiveloo et al., 2013). How-
ever, although no previous research has directly investigated whether
food with NCs and HCs diminishes or increases the ‘healthy = less
tasty’ intuition by incorporating sensory analysis and allowing con-
sumers to taste the food and corroborate this intuition, the indirect evi-
dence provides mixed results. For example, for healthy food (plain yo-
ghurt) with NCs and HCs, Ballco et al. (2020a) show that the taste of
the product has a negative influence on utility for consumers. Similarly,
Carrillo et al. (2012a, 2012b) suggest that non-sugar NCs raise negative
taste expectations and people associate them with sugar metabolism
disorders. For NCs on bread, three studies find that taste-oriented con-
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sumers prefer the traditional formula for bread over the version that is
low in salt (Crucean et al., 2019; Gębski et al., 2019; Kuhar et al.,
2020). For potato chips and cereal bars, Bialkova et al. (2016) state
that preferences for less healthy food products change depending on
whether the health or taste benefits are presented, and whether NCs re-
lated to the reduced content of fat/sugar are present. Likewise, Lyly et
al. (2007) detect low preferences for beverages and soups containing β-
glucan HCs after tasting, regardless of the type of HC, suggesting that
the taste strongly affects the willingness to use (WTU) them. For re-
duced-sugar nectars, Oliveira et al. (2018) suggest that health/hedonic
claims do not influence the expected liking of those consumers who are
not interested in sugar-reduced products: they give the same overall
liking scores to regular and sugar-reduced nectars. For fruit juices,
Sabbe et al. (2009) show that health-oriented consumers are more
likely to compromise on taste for an eventual health benefit, though, as
shown by Vidigal et al. (2011), consumers still prefer the best tasting
juice and are not willing to sacrifice the pleasure of a sensory function
over health benefits. Two studies find negative preferences for cheese
with low-salt NCs compared to conventional cheese (de-Magistris and
Lopéz-Galán, 2016; Ritvanen et al., 2010). By contrast, for soy muffins
with HCs, Padhi et al. (2015) suggest that the overall liking, aroma,
flavour and taste of the product with HCs increase the willingness to
consume the soy muffin when compared to the wheat muffin without
claims. These results demonstrate that consumers are not fully pre-
pared to compromise on taste over health. Hence, consumers will only
change their purchase behaviour to incorporate more healthy items if
the taste is comparable or superior.

The results presented above do not depict clear patterns in con-
sumers’ preferences and their process of searching for and being ex-
posed to extrinsic and intrinsic attributes. The results seem to vary ac-
cording to the relevance of a specific extrinsic attribute (e.g., price,
brand, colour, shape, and NCs and HCs), while also highlighting the im-
portance of intrinsic attributes such as taste.

3.3. Consumers’ personal processes

3.3.1. Perception
Perception relates to whether the intrinsic and extrinsic (e.g., NCs

and HCs) characteristics of a food are valued positively, and to whether
they are taken into consideration in the decision by the consumer to
purchase the food. The perception of healthiness in the case of food
with NCs and HCs is an important factor that influences the effects of
these claims (Bialkova et al., 2016; Grunert and Wills, 2007).

The existing literature gives conflicting results on how NCs and HCs
affect consumers’ perceptions of healthiness during the purchase deci-
sion. More specifically, several studies indicate that the presence of NCs
and HCs increases the perception that food products are healthy, and
therefore their acceptance (Ares et al., 2009; Aschemann-Witzel and
Hamm, 2009, 2010; Banks et al., 2018; Benson et al., 2018; Biondi and
Camanzi, 2020; Choi et al., 2012; Franco-Arellano et al., 2020; Küster-
Boluda and Vila-López, 2017; Miraballes et al., 2014; Saba et al., 2010;
Sabbe et al., 2009; Timpanaro et al., 2020; Van der Zanden et al., 2014;
Wortmann et al., 2018). The perceived healthiness of the product is
sometimes even the most important factor affecting the purchase deci-
sion (Annunziata and Vecchio, 2013; Ares and Gámbaro, 2007; Bech-
Larsen and Grunert, 2003; Hailu et al., 2009; Krutulyte et al., 2011;
Saba et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2008). Conversely, Van Trijp and Van
der Lans (2007) show that individual differences have significant but
small impacts on the perceived overall healthiness of food with NCs and
HCs. Hartmann et al. (2008) find no impact for NCs and HCs on con-
sumers’ perceptions of the food product, while Gineikiene et al. (2017)
present a negative perceived healthiness for yoghurts with HCs. Other
aspects found in the literature to affect the perceived healthiness of
food with NCs and HCs are the ingredients and their combination
within the product carrier (Hieke et al., 2018; Menger-Ogle and

Graham, 2018). More specifically, Cox et al. (2011) and Landström et
al. (2009) demonstrate that consumers’ perception of the healthiness of
a food product with NCs and HCs is higher when the bioactive ingredi-
ent is ‘naturally added’ or inherent (Aschemann-Witzel and Grunert,
2017; Dean et al., 2007; Teratanavat and Hooker, 2006). These results
are confirmed by the work of Krutulyte et al. (2011), who find negative
perceptions for yoghurts enriched with omega-3 because the addition of
this ingredient is perceived to be artificial. On the other hand, Krutulyte
et al. (2011) and Ares and Gámbaro (2007) detect positive attitudes to-
ward dairy products enriched with calcium, rather than antioxidants
and iron, since the functional component (calcium) is ‘naturally’ inher-
ent in this product category. Likewise, Verbeke et al. (2009) suggest
that a NCs and/or a HC about omega-3 fatty acids leads to more positive
perceptions for a fish product than it does for bread. Lampila et al.
(2009) also identify that, in three countries, promoting a nutrient that is
‘naturally’ inherent to a food product is more likely to be accepted by
consumers.

Consumers may also be misled in their perception of the healthiness
of food with NCs and HCs because of several factors (Kaur et al., 2017).
For example, consumers may attribute excessive health benefits to a
food with a particular claim (the ‘magic bullet’ effect) (Roe et al., 1999;
Williams, 2005). They may incorrectly have a more positive perception
of a product carrying an NC and/or a HC than they do of a product
without a claim (positivity bias), and they may also incorrectly credit
the product with positive attributes unrelated to the claim (the ‘health
halo’ effect). Moreover, there is evidence that NCs and HCs may in-
crease food intake. For example, Wansink and Chandon (2006) discover
that participants consumed more snack food when it was labelled as
‘low-fat’.

These results suggest that the effects of NCs and HCs being carried
by a product depend on the product’s perceived healthiness and the
specific combination of the product and the claim. Misleading percep-
tions of food with NCs and HCs might be avoided by a correct under-
standing of these claims, and more detail will be given on this in the fol-
lowing sections.

3.3.2. Understanding
Understanding NCs and, especially, HCs is an essential element that

affects informed food choices (Hung and Verbeke, 2017). Although the
EU regulation requires that HCs must be understood by ‘average con-
sumers’, a challenge remains as to what this implies, as understanding a
HC may depend on the use of scientific versus lay terms (e.g. normal ho-
mocysteine metabolism vs. normal function of the heart), the choice of
words (e.g. ‘is needed for’ vs. ‘contributes to’), and the length of the
claim (Stancu et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2016). The general consumer un-
derstanding of NCs and HCs is divided into three parts in prior research.
Subjective understanding refers to the meaning that consumers attach
to the perceived NCs and HCs and includes the extent to which they be-
lieve they have ‘understood’ what is being communicated (i.e., how
easy/difficult consumers perceive the claims to be). Objective under-
standing is whether the meaning that the consumer attaches to the
claim matches the meaning that the claim is intended to communicate
(i.e., whether the consumer’s understanding is in accordance with the
scientific profile of the claim) (see Wills et al. (2012) for an overview on
the subjective and objective understanding of HCs). Lastly, specific in-
ferences from an HC refer to the conclusions that consumers draw from
the claim, which in some cases, as mentioned in the above section (i.e.,
halo effect, magic bullet effect), go beyond what the claim was intended
to communicate (Andrews et al., 1998).

Regarding consumers’ understanding of NCs and HCs on food prod-
ucts, Grunert et al. (2010, p. 2) find that the degree of understanding
nutrition labels depends on the product category and is higher for
healthy than unhealthy foods. Likewise, Grunert et al. (2011) illustrate
that consumers with a positive attitude towards food with HCs are those
most likely to understand the correct meaning of the HCs and that spe-
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cial attention should be paid to people who have such a positive atti-
tude. Tan et al. (2016) show that the understanding of HCs is influenced
by the familiarity of the nutrient, knowledge, the perceived relevance,
the use of scientific terms, the choice of words, and the phrasing and
length of the claims. The results of Bilman et al. (2012) suggest that us-
ing simple labels and re-wording (e.g., ‘helps you want to eat less’) im-
proves consumers’ understanding. Conversely, Stancu et al. (2017) in-
dicate that re-wording an authorized HC or adding information to it
does not improve understanding and may even decrease the under-
standing of the claim. Similar results are reported by two studies (Ballco
et al., 2020a; Ballco and de-Magistris, 2019) that examine consumer
preferences for yoghurts with three HCs that are present in the Spanish
market versus yoghurts with three HCs with easier wording for the
same nutrients extracted from Regulation No. 1924/2006 and (EC) No.
432/2012. The results suggest that the re-wording did not affect the
choices, as consumers’ utility increased when the existing wording of
the HC in the market was present on the yoghurt package. Two studies
also reinforce the above findings by suggesting that the re-wording of
HCs has a minor effect on consumers’ perception of HCs (Lähteenmäki,
2013; Lähteenmäki et al., 2010).

The overall results suggest that consumers’ understanding of NCs
and HCs is an important part of the information processing, and might
help, but might also mislead, consumers. The wording of NCs and HCs
does not have a major impact on understanding them.

3.3.3. Liking and use
Another effect of the processing of information may be that the con-

sumer likes the NCs and HCs. Consumers may like certain NCs and/or
HCs because they find them easy to understand and useful. Liking is not
necessarily linked with understanding, but it can have an impact on the
use of the NCs and HCs, as these claims might lead to a more positive
evaluation of the food product, even when they are not well understood
(this phenomenon is called peripheral information processing, see Petty
and Cacioppo, 1986) (Grunert and Wills, 2007).

At a general level across the studies, consumers generally like the
idea of a food product with improved health benefits (i.e., NCs and
HCs), and they like to use these claims to guide their food choices
(Gracia et al., 2007), although there is a variety of factors that might af-
fect their use. Barreiro-Hurlé et al. (2010a) suggest that the use of nutri-
tional information by consumers does influence their choices of healthy
food, although different consumers use different types of labels. Benson
et al. (2019) find that pregnant women, the elderly, people with dia-
betes, and people attempting to lose weight or gain muscle are potential
key users of products with NCs and HCs. Cavaliere et al. (2016) suggest
that the use of labelled information is mainly affected by nutritional
knowledge. Grunert et al. (2011) find that an interest in healthy eating
has a direct effect on the use of nutritional information in the store. In a
study in ten EU countries, Hung et al. (2017) detect that motivation and
the ability to process are key determinants of HC use. Hung and
Verbeke (2019) identify that consumers with special diets report a
higher level of HC use. In particular, HC use is higher among individu-
als of normal weight and lower among obese consumers. Lyly et al.
(2007) and Petrovici et al. (2012) state that the taste of the product
strongly affects the use of HCs. Finally, Urala and Lähteenmäki (2007)
indicate that the best predictors for WTU foods with NCs and HCs are
the perceived reward and the necessity for such foods. Conversely,
Prieto-Castillo et al. (2015) illustrate that almost half of all Spanish con-
sumers do not use nutritional information when buying food. Likewise,
Annunziata and Mariani (2019) state that, although Italian consumers
consider themselves quite capable of understanding NCs and HCs, the
use of these claims is not very widespread.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The main objective of this systematic literature review was to bring
forward and summarize determinants of the effects of NCs and HCs on
consumer preferences and purchase behaviour. A theoretical concep-
tual framework was adapted based on the pioneering studies. The de-
terminants were then categorized as consumer characteristics, product
characteristics and consumers’ personal processes.

Overall, in terms of consumer characteristics, the research shows
that there is a positive connection between familiarity and preferences.
Many studies find that the more familiar consumers are with the nutri-
ent (e.g., fibre) and the product category (e.g., bread), the higher their
preference and purchase intention towards these foods with NCs and
HCs. The results reveal that consumers’ familiarity with food categories
and varieties of NCs and HCs does not only change between countries
but also changes depending on how long the consumers have been ex-
posed to these claims. Our results support the idea that nutritional
knowledge positively affects the use, purchase, and consumption of
foods with NCs and HCs, although some papers find a negative effect or
no effect at all. More research is needed in this area, as there is scant lit-
erature that brings forward and summarizes determinants of the effects
of NCs and HCs on consumer preferences and purchase behaviour, and
most of the studies identified have used non-validated scales to assess
this relationship. Consumers may be highly knowledgeable about
healthy food but may lack the ability to use health-related information
such as NCs and HCs. Results from the limited research regarding this
aspect, show that ability is one of the main antecedents influencing the
level of information processing. Hence, consumers’ ability to process
NCs and HCs could potentially be improved by better informing them
about the EC Regulation No. 1924/2006, where NCs and HCs are autho-
rized only when they are substantiated by scientific evidence and
proven to be understood and meaningful to the average consumers. Re-
garding motivation, findings that are more consistent indicate that a
higher motivation for healthy eating leads to stronger preferences and
purchase behaviour for food products with NCs and HCs. Experiencing
a health problem has a positive correlation with the intention to pur-
chase food with NCs and HCs. Most studies indicate that older con-
sumers and women have higher prominence in the choice of food with
NCs and HCs than younger people and men. Some authors suggest that
consumers with higher education and medium to high-income levels
are more disposed to purchase food with NCs and HCs, yet others show
that education and income do not affect preferences.

Regarding product characteristics, NCs and HCs affect search and
exposure and attract consumers’ visual attention to food packages with
these labels (compared to packages without these claims). Price, brand,
colour, the shape of the packaging, and NCs and HCs are the extrinsic
attributes that have the greatest effect on the preference of consumers.
In comparison to NCs, HCs lead to higher utilities and stronger con-
sumer preferences. Consumers prefer to see NCs and HCs on unhealthy
food packages instead of healthy ones, although research that combines
NCs and HCs with unhealthy products is scarce and more research in
this area should be conducted. A novel result of this systematic review
is the inclusion of taste stimuli as suggested by the systematic review of
Bimbo et al. (2017). Indeed, taste was the most important intrinsic at-
tribute that affects the decision to purchase food with NCs and HCs. Al-
though consumers acknowledge that food with NCs and HCs is health-
ier than food without these claims, they still prefer the food that tastes
best and are not willing to sacrifice the pleasure of sensory function for
the health benefits.

Finally, regarding consumers’ personal processes, our results indi-
cate that there is extensive literature that investigates the perceived
healthiness of food with NCs and HCs, but the results are mixed. While
many studies indicate that food products with NCs and HCs increase
perceived healthiness, other authors contradict these findings. Con-
sumers’ understanding of NCs and HCs is an important part of the infor-
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mation processing; it might help, but might also confuse and mislead
consumers. Re-wording NCs and HCs do not have a major impact on
their understanding. Although consumers’ understanding is closely
linked to their nutritional knowledge, which are both important factors
acknowledged in the literature to affect the decision to purchase food
with NCs and HCs, there is limited research that examines the effect of
the understanding of NCs and HCs on food products. Hence, more re-
search regarding the understanding of consumers, in particular for HCs,
needs to be conducted. Regarding liking and use, there is a consensus:
most studies state that consumers like and have the WTU food products
with NCs and HCs, although preferences vary and depend on many fac-
tors (e.g., general health interest, health condition or illness etc.).

In summary, in the present study, many antecedents of consumer
behaviour and acceptance of food products with NCs and HCs have
been investigated. Some of these antecedents show contradictory re-
sults, which makes it difficult to generalize. Regardless of these contra-
dictions, one main reason for the inconsistency might be that most re-
search is conducted using self-reported instruments. A known limita-
tion of self-reported instruments such as surveys and questionnaires is
their susceptibility to socially desirable responses. Socially desirable re-
sponding is the tendency to give answers that make the respondent look
good, or the tendency ‘to stretch the truth in an effort to make a good
impression’ (see Martin and Nagao (1989: 72) for more information).
Additionally, other reviewed studies are conducted in the laboratory.
As detailed by DellaVigna (2009), laboratory experiments raise serious
questions because subjects are time-inconsistent (Thaler, 1981), the re-
sults violate rational expectations (e.g., participants tend to overesti-
mate their skills) (Camerer and Lovallo, 1999), and the experiments are
likely to suffer from a social desirability bias that may deviate from ac-
tual behaviour (Fisher, 1993). One conclusion that researchers suggest
to solve the problem of this mixed evidence is that future research on
NCs and HCs should examine such claims on authentic packages in
more realistic settings (Hieke and Taylor, 2012; Jaeger and Porcherot,
2017; Kaur et al., 2017; Lähteenmäki, 2013). The effects of NCs and
HCs should be measured with actual behaviour and not just self-
reported preferences (Van Buul and Brouns, 2015; Wills et al., 2012).

This research has some limitations, while it should be acknowledged
that it opens opportunities for future research. First, although we aimed
to provide a comprehensive picture of the determinants of the effects of
NCs and HCs on consumer preferences and purchase behaviour, most
findings came from studies performed in Europe (northern Europe),
with a few from American countries and Australia. In addition, the
wording of the NCs and HCs and the period of selection (2006–2020)
considered the EU legislation on these claims. However, there were
many studies that did not use these exact wording (e.g., “nutrition
claims”, “health claims”) and others that collected their data before
2006 that merit recognition. Hence, to understand other consumer
characteristics and personal processes that affect decisions to purchase
food with NCs and HCs, a wider period of screening the studies and a
more general wording of NCs and HCs should be used to include these
studies as well. Furthermore, aspects of purchasing behaviour in other
national contexts such as the Mediterranean, the Balkans, and Ameri-
can and Asian countries need to be included. Second, besides the con-

sumer characteristics that are examined in our theoretical framework,
the goals and emotions/feelings of the consumer and their trust in NCs
and HCs are important factors (Andrade et al., 2016; Köster, 2009) that
require specific attention. However, we excluded this large area of the
literature from this study as it is too vast and deserves its analysis. Fu-
ture studies should include consumers’ goals and emotions/feelings and
their trust in NCs and HCs, because these factors may change the whole
process of deciding to purchase food with NCs and HCs. Finally, this re-
view mostly considered studies that covered the official NCs and HCs as
defined by the EU. However, the effects of NCs and HCs should be ex-
amined in countries with different laws governing the use of these
claims, such as the USA, Australia, and Asian countries, to see how the
results differ from those of the EU, even when the wording of NCs and
HCs is very different.

Besides addressing the limitations of this review, future research
should also consider exploiting new technologies aimed to improve the
realism of discrete choice experiments, such as methods based on vir-
tual reality, and to increase the external validity of experiments. One
example might be the latest work of de-Magistris et al. (2021) who in-
vestigate the external validity of a virtual with a real supermarket using
real products and economic incentives. Additionally, combining eye
tracking with virtual reality technology, real choice experiments and
sensory analysis would be an ideal methodology, which would replicate
a real purchasing process of visually evaluating, purchasing, and con-
suming a food product. These new tools might also be used to corrobo-
rate the findings of survey-based research. Although it is demonstrated
in the literature that real choice experiments are more realistic, leading
to higher external validity, than hypothetical discrete choice experi-
ments (Alfnes et al., 2006; Cameron et al., 2002; Chang et al., 2009;
Ding et al., 2005; Johansson-Stenman and Svedsäter, 2008; Loomis et
al., 2009; Lusk et al., 2008; Lusk and Schroeder, 2004; Volinskiy et al.,
2007; Yue and Tong, 2009), the literature using such experiments is
scant. Besides real choice experiments, to increase realism in experi-
mental economics, Grant et al. (2020) developed a new methodology
named the “basket-based choice experiment” to capture consumer be-
haviour. This novel approach differs from conventional hypothetical
discrete choice experiments and real choice experiments because it al-
lows respondents to choose a food item or a combination of food items
to be included in their shopping basket as in a real purchase. This ap-
proach has been recently used and shows promising results, yet there
are no studies available to test its external ecological validity. There-
fore, another challenge for future research is to consider exploiting real
choice experiments, basket-based choice experiments, sensory analysis
and using new technologies to provide information that represents, as
closely as possible, consumer behaviour in real-life situations.
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Table A1
List of studies exploring consumer preferences for food with NCs and HCs and their key findings.
Reference Product Country Analytical

method
Key findings

Ares and
Gambaro,
(2007)

Honey,
yoghurt,
cream soup,
caramel,
and
marmalade.

Uruguay Conjoint
analysis

Gender, age and motives underlying food choice affect the preferences, but it depends on the carrier and enrichment
considered, suggesting that functional ingredients might not be accepted by all the consumers.

Andrews et al.
(2009)

Snack bar U.S.A. Interviews Beyond the effects of the ad claims and disclosures, control variables, and the linear (main) effects of the knowledge
and motivation measures, there were significant effects for caloric knowledge, obesity consequences knowledge, and
motivation to search for nutrition information on intent to buy the high-calorie snack bar. This implies a
strengthening of the negative relationship for intent for consumers who are at the highest levels of caloric knowledge,
obesity consequences knowledge, and motivation.

Annunziata
and Mariani
2019

Food
products

Italy Survey Attention to, and use of, NCs and HCs are not very widespread among Italian consumers. Although consumers
consider themselves quite capable of understanding claims, when objective knowledge is detected, the level of
understanding of the selected claims is quite low, with misinterpretation and confusion being generated about the
real meaning of the claims for both NCs and HCs. The degree of familiarity of NCs and HCs, as well as credibility,
varies according to the claim considered. Consumers’ objective knowledge of claims is higher for HCs than for NCs.
Better educated consumers and females are generally more likely to search for NCs and HCs. No significant
differences were identified as regards age or the presence of children.

Ares et al.
(2008)

Yoghurt,
milk
desserts,
bread and
mayonnaise.

Uruguay Conjoint
analysis

Three groups of consumers are identified which depend on nutritional knowledge related to diet and diseases.
Consumers with low nutritional knowledge are not interested in consuming functional foods, while consumers with a
high level of nutritional knowledge are willing to try foods with NCs and HCs. Lacking nutritional knowledge might
limit the use of NCs and HCs, thus it is necessary to assure consumers’ awareness of their health benefits.

Ares et al.
(2009)

Milk
desserts

Uruguay Survey Gender (women) and age (old) are the most positive groups toward the evaluated NCs and HCs. Besides, young
people emphasize the disease-preventing claims, while older people tend to be also interested in claims that focus on
short term effects on health.

Aschemann-
Witzel and
Grunert
(2017)

Yoghurt,
fruit bar,
red wine,
energy drink
and wine
gum

Denmark Survey and
experiment

Naturalness has a positive effect on attitudes. Food ‘naturalness’, whether perceived because of the product category
or due to the phrasing of the message, can lead to more positive attitudes towards a food especially when it is
regarded as a functional food category. This positive reaction is partly explained by concerns about intense
agriculture and food technology.

Aschemann-
Witzel and
Hamm
(2009)

Muesli,
pasta, and
yoghurts

Germany Survey and
choice
experiment

Foods with NCs and HCs are generally preferred over others without these claims. Determinants of choice are the
perception of the healthiness of the product, the extent of information search and the credibility of the claim.

Aschemann-
Witzel and
Hamm
(2010)

Yoghurt,
muesli and
pasta

Germany Survey and
choice
experiment

Products with a claim are preferred, and choices differ between food categories. Choices are positively influenced by
the perception of the healthiness of the product and negatively influenced by the habitually chosen brand. Age,
gender and credibility of the claim are of no importance.

Aschemann-
Witzel et al.
(2013)

Yoghurt,
muesli, and
spaghetti

Germany Purchase
experiment

Organic consumers choose organic foods with NCs over those without claims. Respondents choosing a product with a
claim are characterized by being occasional organic food buyers and being less sceptical about health-related
information on products.

Baglione et al.
(2012)

Mushrooms U.S.A. Survey Knowledge and beliefs have an effect, which varies by nutrient and nutrient cluster. Knowledge of esoteric nutrients
such as Pantothenic Acid is associated with the acceptance of HCs. The targeted consumer is females who claim to be
nutritionally knowledgeable and who are older.

Ballco and De-
Magistris
(2019)

Yoghurt Spain Choice
experiment

Consumers positively value most claims. Three consumer segments are identified: ‘HC oriented’, ‘NC and HC
oriented’ and ‘indifferent’. Women (HC-oriented) display higher levels of acceptance for fat-free yoghurts and with
added calcium than men do (NC and HC-oriented). HC-oriented, as well as NC and HC-oriented consumers who are
older than 55 years, attach higher utilities to both types of claims compared to younger members. Taste and price are
the most important attributes that affect the purchase of yoghurts.

Ballco et al.
(2019)

Yoghurt Spain Choice
experiment

The presence of NCs generally increases visual attention in terms of fixation count, which may be linked to an
increased likelihood of purchasing yoghurts with NCs. The source of calcium NC obtains the highest utility and visual
attention while the low-sugar NC is the least preferred claim.

Ballco et al.
(2020a)

Yoghurt Spain Sensory
analysis
and choice
experiment

There is a relationship between the most highly valued NCs and HCs from the stated preferences and visual attention
in terms of fixation count, which affirms that the final product selection is based not only on the type of labelling but
also on the visual attention that consumers pay to it. Tasting a healthy food result in a negative utility, but greater
visual attention attached to NCs and HCs and a lower percentage of attribute non-attendance.

Ballco et al.
(2020b)

Breakfast
biscuits

Spain Choice
experiment

The simultaneous provision of a saturated fat NC with the associated HC is the most appropriate way of
communicating the nutrient improvement because consumers’ valuation is higher compared to a NC alone.
Conversely, the HC related to the fibre content does not add value to the NC; however, it does not derive a negative
valuation. Therefore, seems that, for the high fibre claim, the use of the NC alone is the most proper way to be
communicated on the breakfast biscuit packages.

Banks et al.
(2018)

Food
products

Germany,
the
Netherlands,
Spain,
Slovenia,
U.K.

Survey The strength of inferences about health benefits that participants draw from the HCs are predicted independently by
the strength of the relevant causal pathways within the causal model, and belief in the truth of the HC, but not the
familiarity with the claim. Participants draw inferences about the health benefits of the nutrients by extrapolating
from their causal models of health.

(continued on next page)
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Table A1 (continued)
Reference Product Country Analytical

method
Key findings

Banovic et al.
(2019)

fresh/
chilled,
smoked, and
canned fish

France,
Germany,
Italy, Spain,
U.K.

Choice
experiment

The country-of-origin label “produced in own country” together with aquaculture stewardship council eco-label
function better than NCs and HCs as a driver of choices. Results further point to the existence of different segments of
“nutrition-conscious”, “ethnocentric”, “price-conscious”, and “eco-conscious” consumers.

Barreiro-Hurlé
et al. (2008)

Wine Spain Choice
experiment

The resveratrol-enrichment claim positively and significantly affects the probability of selecting a red wine. The
willingness to pay for this attribute is as important as the ageing of wine.

Barreiro-Hurlé
et al.
(2010a)

Food
products

Spain Survey The use of nutrition information by consumers, whether this involves the fact panel or the claim labels, does
influence consumer choice of healthier food products to the same extent, although different types of consumers use
the various types of labels considered.

Barreiro-Hurlé
et al.
(2010b)

Pork
Frankfurter
sausage and
plain
yoghurt

Spain Survey and
choice
experiment

Although consumers attach positive utility to most NCs and HCs, the simultaneous presence of more than one NC has
a positive impact on utility in one out of nine possible cases. The promotion of multiple labels should not be
considered beneficial either from a regulatory or business perspective. Consumers are WTP for NCs and HCs on less
healthy than healthy products.

Benson et al.
(2018)

Breakfast
cereals,
lasagna and
yoghurt

Ireland Survey Familiarity with the food and trust in NCs and HCs are the most consistent significant predictors of tastiness,
healthiness, and filling perceptions. Familiarity and trust are also consistent predictors of portion size selection
alongside gender (men), health interest and uncontrolled eating. Education influences perceptions of some foods.
Those who trust the claims choose bigger portions and view the products as tastier, healthier, and more filling.

Benson et al.
(2019)

Chocolate
bars,
breakfast
cereals, and
yoghurt

Ireland Focus
groups

Products with NCs and HCs are likely to be more beneficial to individuals with health issues. Pregnant women, the
elderly, those with diabetes, and those attempting to lose weight or gain muscle are potential key users of products
with claims. Familiarity and knowledge and characteristics/perceptions of products with NCs and HCs are key
influences on the purchasing and consuming food with NCs and HCs.

Bialkova et al.
(2016)

Potato chips
and cereal
bars

Germany Sensory
analysis
and survey

The effectiveness of FOP labels depends on consumers’ health motivation and the health perception of carrier
products. The healthy food, and health benefit claims perform equally well. Preferences for the less healthy food alter
depending on the presence of a health or taste benefit claim and whether a nutrition label (e.g. reduced fat/sugar) is
present.

Biondi and
Camanzi
(2020)

Vegetable
oil

Italy Survey The FOP messages do not directly affect consumers’ willingness to buy, but they influence consumers’ perception of
the product. The perception of healthiness positively influences consumer willingness to buy. Price is considered
important when choosing food, hence consumers are WTP less for it. Adult mothers living in the southern part of
Italy, aged 35–49, with a higher income, are willing to purchase this food with NCs.

Carrillo et al.
(2012a)

Biscuits Spain Sensory
analysis

Consumers are greatly influenced by the claims highlighted on the FOP, particularly NCs. Biscuits with too much
information are perceived negatively. Non-sugar biscuits raise negative expectations and are associated with people
with sugar metabolism disorders. Comparison of the two tasting sessions finds that the information has a negative
influence on the perception of taste.

Carrillo et al.
(2012b)

Biscuits Spain Sensory
analysis

Participants are not willing to compromise taste for health even though they consider that some food components are
beneficial for the diet. Brand, familiarity with the product and familiarity with the claim are important attributes in
enhancing the overall acceptance of some biscuits.

Carrillo et al.
(2014)

Yoghurt Spain and
Denmark

Survey The idea of the symbols perceived by the participants is similar in both countries, but the culture influences the
connotations attached to them. The symbols on the FOP are more important than the verbal information (HCs).

Cavaliere et al.
(2015)

Food
products

Italy Survey Concerning NCs, females, families with young children, and consumers with a higher nutritional knowledge pay
particular attention to such claims. HCs, instead, seem to be of interest to those consumers that are older, with
limited income, and with a health condition.

Cavaliere et al.
(2016)

Food
products

Italy Interviews Consumers more health motivated are more likely to undertake actions that contribute to improving their health
status. Nutrition knowledge affects the use of labelled information. There is a negative relationship between nutrition
knowledge and consumers’ interest in both claim categories (NCs and HCs). However, level of education and income
are positively related to frequent use of the nutrition facts panel and NCs and HCs. Female and older consumers are
more interested in consuming food with NCs and HCs.

Choi et al.
(2012)

Yoghurt, ice
cream,
multigrain
granola bar,
and
chocolate
chip cookie

U.S.A. Survey Respondents evaluated the food advertisements with nutrient-content claims as healthier than those with taste claims.
They trust and preferred the claims on matched food products more than mismatched ones (e.g., calcium claims
perform better than omega-3 claims in yoghurts). This match-up effect might result primarily from consumers’ pre-
conceived expectations about the taste and healthiness of each food. Advertisements with nutrient-content claims are
evaluated as healthier but less tasty than advertisements with taste claims. Conversely, advertisements with taste
claims are perceived as tastier but less healthy than advertisements with nutrient-content claims.

Chrysochou
and Grunert
(2014)

Milk and
cheese

Denmark Survey NCs and HCs in food advertisements influence the perceived healthfulness of products. Consumers’ purchase
intention is not influenced by the presence of NCs and HCs in food product advertisements. When consumers’ health
motivation increases, the impact of process claims on the evaluation of food healthfulness and purchase intention
becomes stronger. Yet, consumers with higher health motivation do not use functional claims more.

Coleman et al.
(2014)

Bread U. K. Survey Claims tend to increase the overall purchase intent. Two clusters of consumers (receptive and non-receptive to HCs)
are identified. There are no significant differences in age, gender or self-reported nutrition knowledge between
clusters but significant differences in emotions to HCs. Consumers who are more likely to purchase bread with a HC
report more positive emotions than consumers with low purchase intention of bread with HC.

Contini et al.
(2015)

Extra virgin
olive oil

Denmark
and Italy

Choice
experiment

The relationship between the HC and choice behaviour depends on a combination of factors of an attitudinal nature.
The greater relevance is for males with a positive response to HCs, with a prevalence of young people. Education does
not influence choices significantly, although it has a positive effect on the interest in nutritional healthy eating.

Crofton et al.
(2013)

Cereal-based
snacks

Ireland Focus
groups

Consumers expect a healthy snack to be low in calories, fat, salt, sugar, and contain high levels of whole-grain, oats,
bran, nuts, seeds, pulses and fruit. Healthy snacks are required to be free from artificial colours, sweeteners and
flavours. Consumers want a wider choice of snacks with specific HCs such as “high fibre”, “omega 3 for mental
health” and “reduces cholesterol”.

(continued on next page)
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Table A1 (continued)
Reference Product Country Analytical

method
Key findings

Crucean et al
(2019)

Bread France Sensory
analysis
and focus
groups

Vitamin B4 increase the perception of salt in salt-reduced bread in the sensory tests. Potential targets are health-
oriented young people, parents who want to educate children to engage in a healthy lifestyle, and people sensitive to
nutritional information. Taste-oriented consumers are more sceptical of the new bread formula due to greater
attachment to the traditional bread.

Dean et al.
(2007)

Bread,
pasta, and
biscuits.

U.K., Italy,
Finland,
Germany

Survey Results confirm gender and country differences in people’s perceptions of benefits related to functional grain
products. People prefer processes such as fortification and traditional crossbreeding to genetic modification. The
differences in perceived benefits between foods with general and specific HCs are largest for staple foods than for
hedonistic foods.

Dean et al.
(2012)

Cereal foods Finland, the
U.K.,
Germany
and Italy

Survey Relevance has a strong influence on perceptions of personal benefit and willingness to buy products with HCs. The
impact of relevance is stronger especially when the claim promises a targeted risk reduction with detailed
information about function and health outcome. Previous experience on foods with HCs and interest in healthy eating
upheld the utility of all claims (HCs and NCs). Socio-demographics factors are weak predictors of the utilities,
although age is positively linked to the utilities relating to the NC.

De-Magistris
and López-
Galán (2016)

Cheese Spain Choice
experiment

Consumers are WTP a premium for cheese with reduced-fat claims, and for cheese with both reduced-fat and low salt
claims on the FOP. A low-salt content cheese is valued negatively. Two different consumer segments are identified.
Segment 1 consists of younger consumers with a higher level of income and a high level of education. Segment 2
predominantly comprises overweight and older consumers with low levels of income and low educational levels.

De-Magistris et
al. (2016)

Potato chips Spain Choice
experiment

Obesity and body image dissatisfaction are positively correlated with the purchase behaviour of potato chips. The
body image dissatisfaction of normal weight people does not influence the WTP for healthier chips. Conversely, obese
people with body image dissatisfaction are WTP more for healthier chips (i.e. low-salt content potato chips).

Fenko et al.
(2018)

Yoghurt The
Netherlands

Experiment General Health Interest (GHI) moderate the effect of visual attention when time is constrained. The condition without
time constraints increases visual attention to health labels for participants with high GHI, but not for participants
with low GHI. However, visual attention to health labels is a poor predictor of the subsequent healthy choice. Hence,
attention to health labels might indicate the interest in an unfamiliar food label, but it does not necessarily indicate a
healthier food choice.

Franco-
Arellano et
al. 2020

Juices Canada Survey FOP labelling influences consumers’ assessment of product healthfulness and, to a less extent, purchase intentions.
The performance of each FOP labelling scheme differs by the nutritional quality of the drink (i.e., product’s
‘healthfulness’). The influence of a NC is mostly driven by the type of claim presented. A disease risk reduction
claims significantly increase perceived product healthfulness in healthier and less healthy drinks, while no such
difference is seen with a nutrient content claim.

Gębski et al.
(2019)

Bread Poland Survey Salt content has higher relative importance for the participants, while the relative importance of dietary fibre content
is the lowest. The relative importance of both NCs is almost equal, namely 25.5% for the fibre claim and 25.4% for
the salt claim. Providing information about the salt and fibre content of bread is necessary to encourage a healthy
choice, but the claims placed on bread packaging seem to be insufficient as they contribute to the avoidance of the
product.

Gineikiene et
al. (2017)

Yoghurt Lithuania Survey Health-conscious consumers tend to discount messages about the health value of functional food and exhibit an
increased willingness to buy organic food. Despite healthy positioning, functional food fails to reach health-oriented
consumers. The current study provides empirical evidence that scepticism towards HCs is negatively related to the
perceived healthiness of functional, organic, and conventional yoghurt.

Gracia and
Barreiro-
Hurlé (2019)

Cereal-based
food

Spain Survey For the average consumer, the most important NCs are “reduced saturated fat” and “with no added sugar”, and the
least important claim is “low salt”. The “fat avoider” group of the consumer is made of younger females with an
intense consumption of pastries, cookies, and cakes. The “fibre careless” group is characterized by older males with a
high proportion of households that never consume pastries, cookies, and cakes. The “fat careless” group is made of
younger females with a high proportion of households that never consume pastries, cookies, and cakes. There were
no differences between clusters for education, weight, health status, eating habits or use of nutritional information.

Gracia et al.
(2007)

Food Spain Survey Individuals who suffer health problems related to food intake are more knowledgeable about nutritional labels and
are more likely to use these labels. Perceived usefulness of the information provided by nutritional labels as well as
the amount of presented information affect consumer perceptions of mandatory nutritional labelling.

Gracia et al.
(2009)

Breakfast
cookies

Spain Choice
experiment

Although consumers value both types of nutritional information, the nutritional facts panel label is valued more than
a NC. Specifically, consumers’ WTP is higher for a box of breakfast cookies with a nutrition label than for a box of
breakfast cookies with a “light” NC.

Gravel et al.
(2012)

Oatmeal-
raisin
cookies

Canada Sensory
analysis
and survey

Cookies are perceived as being healthier in the “healthy” condition than in the “diet” and “hedonic” conditions. The
caloric content is estimated as higher by participants in the “hedonic” than in the “healthy” condition, by women
than by men, and by restrained than by unrestrained eaters. Although measured ad libitum cookie intake does not
differ as a function of experimental condition, overweight restrained men consume more than women did.
Conversely, overweight restrained women consume less than men did.

Grunert et al.
(2009)

Food Denmark,
Finland,
Iceland,
Norway,
Sweden

Survey Respondents differ in the type of claim preferred: one group prefers “long” claims that give the full story consisting of
the active ingredient, physiological function and health benefit, whereas the other prefers “short” claims consisting of
the health benefit only. Familiar ingredients are preferred to the unfamiliar ones, whereas effects of positive versus
negative framing depend on the type of health benefit addressed.

Grunert et al.
(2010)

Food
products

U. K. Survey The degrees of understanding of nutrition labels are much higher than degrees of usage and depend on product
category (higher for healthy than unhealthy foods). Younger people and people in higher social grades have higher
levels of understanding. Interest in healthy eating has a direct effect on the use of nutrition information in the store,
and it is higher for women and older people.

Grunert et al.
(2011)

Yoghurt Germany Survey People with positive attitude to functional foods are most likely to make risky inferences from the HC. Therefore,
testing for the correct understanding of HCs should pay special attention to this segment. Demographic factors had no
effect in this study.

Hailu et al.
(2009)

Yoghurt, ice
cream, pills

Canada Conjoint
analysis

Three segments distinguished by preferences for mode of delivery, HCs and health claim sources were identified (pill
lovers 37%, yoghurt lovers 31% and pill lovers 31%). Overall, Canadian consumers strongly prefer claims verified by
the government and place little value on non-verified claims made by product manufacturers. Men are significantly
more likely than women to prefer a pill as the mode of delivery of probiotics.

(continued on next page)
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Hartmann et
al. (2008)

Candies Germany Survey The stated impact of NCs and HCs on product perception considerably differs among consumers. While some
consumers feel misled by NCs and HCs on products with a negative nutrient profile such as candies, others point out
that such claims have no impact on their product perception or even help them to make better choices. The majority
of consumers is opposed to a ban of NCs and HCs on products with a negative nutrient profile.

Hodgins et al.
(2019)

Food
products

Germany,
the
Netherlands,
Slovenia,
Spain, U. K.

Interviews Depending on the associative networks, consumers have previously formed between familiar NCs and HCs, they may
not consciously differentiate between a NC and a HC in the way that regulatory experts do. Three key dimensions
seem to affect choices: i) Familiarity with the nutrient, substance or food stated in the claim; ii) Statement type in
terms of its simplicity/complexity; iii) Relevance of the claim, either personally or for a stated population group.

Hoefkens and
Verbeke
(2013)

Fruit juice Belgium Survey Stronger implicit health-related motive orientations are associated with higher perceived credibility. Consumers’
explicit health-related motive orientations, which refer to direct benefits of calcium in the body do not associate with
reactions to the claims. Independently of consumers’ health-related motive orientations, the claim type significantly
affects the perceived credibility and purchasing intention of the product.

Hoefkens et al.
(2011)

Food
products

Belgium,
France,
Italy,
Norway,
Poland,
Spain

Survey Overall, consumers perceive the nutritional value of foods as important when selecting foods. A higher perceived
importance is reported by women, older people, and more health-conscious respondents. The effects of children in the
household, education and BMI are very small.

Hung et al.
(2017)

Food
products

10 EU
countries

Survey Motivation to process emerge as a key determinant of European consumers’ use of HCs. The ability to process impact
claim use to a much smaller extent but is strongly and positively influenced by the motivation to process. Participants
with greater HC-related knowledge tend to be more able but less motivated to process HC. There are no differences in
the tested model between countries that have regulations for HCs before 2006 and those that do not.

Hung and
Verbeke
(2019)

Food
products

10 EU
countries

Survey More than half of the participants report understanding HCs. Familiarity, understandability, and credibility are
positively correlated for all HCs. Correlations between the perceived characteristics also tend to be stronger for the
HCs with higher ratings. There are no gender differences and no consistent relationship between age and HC use.
Consumers with a special diet status report a higher level of HC use. HCs use is also higher among individuals with
normal weight and lower among obese individuals.

Jurado and
Gracia
(2017)

Breakfast
biscuits

Spain Experiment Consumers positively value two NC (reduced saturated fat and high in fibre) and three consumer segments are
detected. Two of them positively value both NCs, while the third segment’s valuation is negative. The difference
between the two positive segments is that the consumers in the first one attached a higher valuation for ‘reduced
saturated fat’ than for ‘high in fibre.’ Sociodemographic differences such as gender and age influence preferences.
There is no difference for education.

Kashif and
Rashidi
(2013)

Food
products

Pakistan Survey Health consciousness, health benefits and health beliefs explain variation in attitude towards food with NCs and HCs
and purchase intentions. Married, young and educated females are more concerned about their health and have high
purchase intentions than others. The income does not affect other variables but influences purchase intentions among
all age groups.

Kemp et al.
(2007)

Meals U.S.A. Experiment
and survey

For people lower in motivation, there are minimal effects of claims on disease risk perceptions, consistent with a
lesser concern with nutrition information and lower awareness of diet-disease risk, compared to consumers higher in
motivation. When exposed to a low-carb claim, people with lower motivation to process nutrition information
indicate a higher purchase likelihood than those with higher levels of motivation.

Klopčič et al.
(2020)

Breakfast
cereals

Slovenia Survey,
conjoint
analysis,
focus
group

Consumers are moderately doubtful of NCs and HCs. The most important attribute when choosing breakfast cereals is
HC, NC and visual image. The largest cluster consisted of young and old consumers with secondary education and
middle income, who accept NCs and HCs due to trust in the authorities. There is no correlation between attention and
trust with NCs and HCs and gender.

Krutulyte et al.
(2011)

Food
products

Denmark Survey The main effects for the carriers are much stronger than the main effects of the ingredients. The effect of ingredients
on both purchase intention and the perceived fit is primarily via the interactions with the carrier. Health concerned
people are more likely to buy functional foods. Combinations that have been available on the market and are familiar
lead to higher purchases.

Krystallis and
Chrysochou
(2011)

Milk and
yoghurt

Greece Survey On average, brands with low-fat claims perform better in the market than brands with high-fat claims. Compared
with other health-related attributes the fat content attribute exhibits slightly higher loyalty, signifying the importance
of the ‘low-fat’ claim as a means of communication.

Krystallis and
Chrysochou
(2012)

Potato
chips, and
croissant

Greece Choice
experiment

Parents generally perceived functionality as an attribute that contributes positively to the image enhancement of the
(unhealthy) target product and are WTP premiums for it. Yet, the level of consumers’ prior awareness of functionality
plays a decisive role in their preference for functional products. Overall, prior and accurate awareness is found to
increase the variety of functionality types and preferred carriers, the strength of preference per functionality type,
and the price premiums willingly paid.

Kuhar et al.
(2020)

Bread Slovenia Sensory
analysis
and survey

Consumers show significantly reduced liking scores for multigrain bread but not for white bread. Segmentation on
perceived saltiness identifies three clusters (salt adherent, salt indifferent, and salt-sensitive consumers), but the
importance of various health attributes of bread for bread purchase is low in all three. Preferences change based on
age, gender and level of education.

Küster-Boluda
and Vila
(2017)

Candy and
juice with
milk

Spain Survey Consumers buy and use products matching their personalities. Projected personality influences HC’s credibility and
physical appearance. HC credibility, perceptions of the healthiness of the product and physical appearance are
relevant to developing a positive attitude towards them. Physical appearance and overall attitude to low-fat products
influence the intention to purchase.

Küster-Boluda
and Vila
(2020)

Candies and
juices with
milk

Spain Survey and
focus
group

Credibility and physical appearance may stimulate the purchase intention of low-fat foods. Nutritional information
and visual cues play a more relevant role than nutritional information response and informative cues. Both visual and
informative characteristics of the packaging affect consumers’ attitudes to the product. A consumer who shows a
positive attitude to a product is more likely to buy it.

(continued on next page)
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Lähteenmäki et
al. (2010)

Bread,
yoghurt and
pork meat

Denmark,
Finland,
Norway,
Sweden and
Iceland

Survey HCs have a moderate and negative impact on the perception of other product attributes. The wording of the claim
has a small impact on the perception of the products, while the earlier market presence of the ingredient has a large
impact. Consumers do not imply other health benefits from NCs and HCs and are not likely to cause any unrealistic
positive inferences in perceived product quality.

Lalor et al.
(2009)

Breakfast
cereals,
milk,
yoghurt,
and cheese

Ireland Survey Females scored significantly higher than males for nutrition knowledge. When claims are linked with specific carrier
products the credibility ratings fall. A higher level of nutrition knowledge leads to a lower level of credibility of HCs.
The level of nutritional knowledge does not impact the purchasing behaviour of products with HCs. Information
alone is not enough.

Lalor et al.
(2011a)

Yoghurt,
breakfast
cereals,
chocolate,
and pasta

Ireland Survey HCs are more credible to participants when labelled on yoghurt and breakfast cereals than on pasta and chocolate.
Products claiming to reduce cholesterol are purchased more than any of the other products and mainly by older
participants.

Lalor et al.
(2011b)

Food Ireland Focus
groups

Taste and price are the most influential factors in purchasing foods with HCs. Health claims do influence purchasing
in older populations and mothers of young children People are positively disposed towards HCs when a friend/
relative suffers from a related condition.

Lampila et al.
(2009)

Fruits and
vegetables

Finland, the
Netherlands,
France

Focus
groups

Consumers express positive attitudes towards flavonoids after receiving information on possible health benefits. The
acceptance of flavonoids depends on the natural occurrence and the health benefits associated with common diseases.
Yet, the need to enhance flavonoid content is questioned since fruit and vegetables are perceived to be healthy and
naturally with flavonoid content. Consumers are sceptical about processing methods.

Lemken et al.
(2017)

Pasta
legume

Germany Survey Claims may increase the WTP, however, a combination of the HCs and environmental benefits is most successful and
increases the average WTP of potential customers than individual claims. The combination of personal HCs and
interpersonal environmental benefits helps consumers to justify a higher price and possibly the switching to a new
product.

Leobnitz and
Grunert
(2018)

Chocolate
bars, and
cereal bars

Germany Survey The interaction effect of NCs and perceived benefits depends on consumers’ health motivation. Health concerned
consumers present higher purchase intentions for hedonic food with NCs. Less health concerned participants similarly
express higher purchase intentions for utilitarian food with NCs together with benefit information. Priming a health
motivation increases consumers’ purchase intentions for utilitarian food endorsed with a NC.

Lu (2015) Yoghurt,
breakfast
cereal, beef,
fruit juice,
eggs, and
margarine,

Canada Survey The perceived fit between the carrier and the ingredient is a determinant of the purchase intention of food with NCs.
Consumers’ perception of carrier-ingredient fit should be considered as one of the major factors that determine the
success or failure of these types of food. Consumers’ nutrition knowledge contributes to a higher intention to
purchase food with HCs. Health claims about the benefit of functional ingredients, with or without a nutrition
content description, increase the purchase intention.

Lyly et al.
(2007)

Beverages
and ready-
to-eat frozen
soups

Finland,
France,
Sweden

Survey and
sensory
analysis

The taste of the product strongly affects the WTU. HC gave a small benefit to beverages and soups with β-glucan. The
WTP for the beverages and soups containing β-glucan decreases after taste, regardless of the HC. No notable effect on
gender or age on the WTU products with HCs is found.

Lynam et al.
(2011)

Milk,
yoghurt,
spread,
juice, cereal,
and fruit
drink

Ireland Survey Preference for claim type and claim perception differed with gender, age, and level of education. Structure-function
and content claims are preferred across six products. Consumers’ perception is associated with the health benefit
claimed rather than with the strength of the claim itself.

Marette et al.
(2010)

Yoghurt France Experiment There is a positive influence of the HC linked to the reduction of cholesterol on WTP, even for participants without
cholesterol issues. Little interest in information about potential risks and scientific uncertainties is viewed since
consumers’ impacts on WTP are not always statistically significant.

Masson et al.
(2016)

Food
products

France Interviews
and survey

Consumers do not think of their food in terms of nutrients (possible exceptions are older adults, people with medical
conditions, and some younger females with diet and body image concerns). The majority of consumers are not in
favour of NCs and HCs, whether the concept or the products themselves. They do not understand the claims, often do
not see or notice them; some even consider the presence of a claim a motive for rejection.

Maubach et al.
(2014)

Breakfast
cereal

Australia Survey Participants are most likely to rate the healthiest option as the best and the unhealthiest option as the worst choice.
HCs do have a positive effect on choice behaviour, but only for the moderate and poor nutrition profiles. HCs do not
make the healthiest options appear more desirable. Not all HCs have a similar influence.

Menger-Ogle
and Graham
(2018)

Cheeseballs,
fruit juice,
biscuits, and
Bhujia (fried
noodle
snack).

Nepal Interviews Findings show a weak and inconsistent influence of NCs on snack food products, suggesting that NCs are likely not an
important contributor to nutrition transition. Scepticism or inattention towards NCs may act as a buffer. Only 12% of
reported shopping priorities appeared to motivate the use of NCs when purchasing food.

Menozzi et al
(2020)

Fish spices France,
Germany,
Italy, Spain,
and U.K.

Choice
experiment

The highest premium is received for wild-caught fish than for farm-raised alternatives. Ready-to-cook products are
generally preferred to whole fish, whereas fish fillet preference is more species-specific. The results show positive
premiums for a sustainability label and NCs and HCs, with high heterogeneity across countries and species.

Miele et al.
(2010)

Mayonnaise Italy Sensory
analysis
and focus
group

When the meal accompaniment is a hamburger or French fries, the acceptability of mayonnaise increased, whereas
boiled squid rings had a negative effect on acceptability. The HC did not affect the average consumer response.

(continued on next page)
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Miklavec et al.
(2015)

Yoghurt Slovenia Survey While consumers generally consider the nutritional composition of yoghurt to be more important than the tested
claims in the research, some groups of consumers are more sensitive to the use of health-related statements.
Consumers’ generally attach positive preferences for familiar claims (probiotic) and negative preferences for non-
familiar claims (fat metabolism).

Miller et al.
(2011)

Breakfast
cereals

U.S.A. Choice
experiment

Nutritional information impacts choices in an intriguing way (a backlash effect), causing children to make
unhealthier choices when claims are present in the choice set. This negative effect is most pronounced for general
claims. The negative impact of NCs is reduced, by health education.

Miraballes et
al. (2014)

Chocolate
bars

Spain Projective
mapping

The information on the bars’ packaging, including messages or claims, has a strong influence on the consumers’
perception of the product, a clear influence on their expectations of the product and constitutes a driver for
categorizing the different samples in consumers’ minds.

Mitić and
Gligorijević
(2015)

Food
products

Serbia Survey There is a positive relationship between awareness, attitudes, consumption, level of education and level of income.
Women have more positive attitudes toward products with NCs and HCs than men. Respondents with chronic health
problems show a lower level of awareness and consumption of food with NCs and HCs. A low level of nutrition
knowledge is a general characteristic of Serbian consumers, but the lowest level of knowledge is in the group of
respondents with some health problems.

Moon et al.
(2011)

Soy-based
foods

U.S.A. Survey Non-soy users and infrequent soy users who are exposed to HCs are significantly more likely to eat soy-based food
products. These results suggest that HCs are most effective in altering consumer behaviour when they are targeted at
non-users or infrequent soy users than frequent consumers.

Nobrega et al.
(2020)

Yoghurt,
juice, bread
and
crackers.

Brazil Survey Nutrition-related claims have a positive effect on the perceived healthfulness of all product categories. Products
featuring nutrition-related claims were perceived as more healthful than those without claims. Consumer segments
did not significantly differ in gender, age, educational level, socio-economic level and consumption frequency of the
target product. Consumers who do not compromise pleasure for health give higher importance to the claims.

O’Brien et al.
(2012)

Butter,
cheese, egg,
milk, red
meat, fish,
poultry, and
yoghurt.

France,
U.K.,
Portugal,
Germany,
Poland, and
Italy.

Survey People who are at greater risk of conditions associated with metabolic syndrome are willing to purchase ‘healthy’ fat-
modified food products. The most preferred foods are fish and cheese. If standard fat-modified food products are
shown to improve the risks presented by conditions associated with metabolic syndrome, then there is a ready market
for such foods.

Oliveira et al.
(2018)

Orange/
passionfruit
nectars

Brazil Sensory
analysis
and
experiment

The influence of health and hedonic claims on the expected liking depends on consumer interest in sugar reduction.
The inclusion of both claims on the labels leads to an increase in consumers’ expected liking, particularly for the
consumer segment interested in sugar-reduced products. Conversely, health/hedonic claims do not influence the
expected liking of those consumers that are not particularly interested in sugar-reduced products and give the same
overall liking scores to regular and sugar-reduced nectars.

Orquin and
Scholderer
(2015)

Cheese,
butter, and
ready to eat
soup

Denmark Survey Consumers are not in any danger of being misled by NCs and HCs. The health branding manipulations have strong
detrimental effects on sensory expectation and purchase intention. NCs do have a small positive effect on consumer
perceptions of healthfulness and sensory expectation. These evaluations, however, do not change purchase intentions
for the products carrying the NCs. The HCs have a negative effect on purchase intention.

Orquin et al.
(2014)

Food
products

Denmark Survey Consumers who have high or low nutrition and health knowledge make almost the same judgments of food
healthfulness. Consumer judgments of food healthfulness are based almost entirely on the food category and to a
lesser extent on the brand and familiarity with the product.

Øvrum et al.
(2012)

Cheese Norway Choice
experiment

Cheese preferences are affected by exposure to health information. Participants exposed to the health information are
WTP price premiums for low-saturated-fat cheese and low-fat cheese. Age and being female is positively associated
with subjective statements on diet-health awareness. Education is a strong indicator of subjective diet-health
knowledge but is simultaneously unrelated to diet-health awareness.

Padhi et al.
(2015)

Muffins Canada Sensory
analysis
and survey

The presence of a HC significantly increases willingness to consume soy muffins. Muffins made from soy flour are
acceptable by consumers and a HC would enhance their acceptability.

Petrovici et al.
(2012)

Food
products

U. K. Interviews Nutritional knowledge, health control, and perceived need for dietary change affect the use of nutritional information
and NCs and HCs on food. The use of nutritional information and HCs is less likely for consumers for whom ‘taste’ is
an important driver of food purchasing behaviour. More discerning and health-conscious shoppers are less likely to
consider HCs.

Prieto-Castillo
et al. (2015)

Food
products

Spain Interviews Two-thirds of consumers read nutrition labels regularly before purchasing. Almost half of them do not fully
understand the nutrition information nor use it on their diet. Information on additives and fats draws the most
interest of consumers. People who live with a partner or with children, with higher education, and young females
mostly search for food with NCs and HCs.

Ritvanen et al.
(2010)

Havarti
Cheese

Finland Sensory
analysis
and survey

Consumers preferred reduced-fat Havarti-type cheeses with a pale appearance, sticky consistency, and rich flavour.
The least-preferred cheeses are those with the lowest flavour intensities, while the most preferred ones are cheeses
with the highest salt content.

Romagny et al.
(2017)

Sausage,
chorizo, dry
sausage,
cheese and
muffins

France Experiment Cooked sausage with reduced sugar, fat and salt nutrient reformulation does not maintain consumer appreciation and
reduced its positioning on the market. For cheese and muffins, the reformulation does not affect the product’s
pleasantness. The reformulation of dry sausage and chorizo not only maintained consumer appreciation but also
increased pleasantness.

Saba et al.
(2010)

Bread, cake
and yoghurt

Finland,
Germany,
Italy and the
U.K.

Survey The presence of a HC on foods has a positive influence on respondents’ perception of healthiness and on the
likelihood to buy the products. The findings show that health-related information on food labels differently influences
the healthiness perception and the likelihood to buy the product, suggesting that different cultures, traditions, and
eating habits have to be taken into account.

Sabbe et al.
(2009)

Fruit juices Belgium Sensory
analysis
and survey

Providing health information yields a positive liking, perceived healthiness and perceived nutritional value and
purchase intention. Sensory experiences remained predominant in the acceptance of the fruit juices. Health-oriented
consumers are more likely to compromise on taste for health benefits, though they still prefer the best tasting juice.
Older respondents and women are more likely to accept fruit juices with a particular health benefit.

(continued on next page)
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Siegrist et al.
(2008)

Yoghurt,
chocolate,
and soup

Switzerland Survey HCs are most positively valued when attached to a product with a positive health image. Participants who trust the
food industry are more likely to buy foods with HCs compared to those with low trust in the food industry. Old
people are more interested in foods with HCs than young consumers.

Stancu et al.
(2017)

Yoghurt and
whole grain
bread

Denmark Interviews Re-wording an authorized HC or adding information does not improve understanding and may even decrease the
understanding of the claim.

Steinhauser et
al. (2019a)

Orange juice Germany Close-to-
realistic
shopping
situation

The longer a consumer looked at a specific claim, the more likely they would purchase the respective product. The
lower the price and the higher the perceived healthiness and tastiness of the product further heightened its likelihood
of being purchased. Consumers with higher health motivation and higher nutrition knowledge show more interest in
food with NCs and HCs. Consumer characteristics do not affect the purchase decision.

Steinhauser et
al. (2019b)

Orange juice
and milk
chocolate

Germany Close-to-
realistic
shopping
situation

Each claim is noticed by at least 85% of the participants and HCs are looked at longer than NCs or taste claims. The
longer a participant looks at a specific claim, the more likely they are to purchase the respective product. NCs are
preferred on orange juice FOP, taste claims are preferred on milk chocolate FOPs, and HCs are not preferred in any
FOP.

Stojanović et
al. (2017)

Food
products

6 Western
Balkan
countries

Survey Compared with regulated markets, unregulated Western Balkan Countries markets are characterized by a higher level
of ‘spurious’ statements dominated by regional/domestic producers not obliged to use scientifically approved claims.
A general health claim is dominant without any difference between regulated and unregulated markets.

Strijbos et al.
(2016)

Meat
products

The
Netherlands

Survey The majority of consumers indicate meat products with phytochemicals as acceptable. Promotion by a national health
foundation is perceived as credible, and health magazines are perceived as a credible media platform. Neither weekly
meat consumption, nor gender and age affect the consumer credibility of some HCs, but the education level does.

Szakos et al.
(2020)

Food
products

Hungary Interview
and Survey

Elderly people accept functional foods, especially when functionality is attached to increased vitamin, protein, and
fibre content. They prefer products with lower salt and sugar content, which are less relevant for other age groups.
Compared to other segments, older adults accept products of animal origin (especially milk products) and even
breakfast products on a higher level.

Talati et al.
(2016a)

Cookies,
corn flakes,
pizzas and
yoghurts

Australia Survey Health claims do not produce a positivity bias, while other FOP labels do, with the Daily Intake Guidelines being the
most likely to elicit this bias. The Health Star Rating most frequently leads to lower ratings of unhealthy foods than
the Daily Intake Guidelines and Multiple Traffic Lights; this FOP label has the lowest risk of creating an inaccurate
positivity bias in unhealthy foods.

Talati et al.
(2016b)

Breakfast
cereals,
cheese,
chicken
nuggets,
muesli bar,
potato
chips, and
yoghurt

Australia Focus
groups

HCs were more likely to be considered during product evaluations if they are perceived to be trustworthy, relevant,
and informative. Trust and ease of interpretation are most important for FOP labels, which are more likely than HCs
to meet criteria and be considered during product evaluation (especially the Health Star Rating and Multiple Traffic
Lights). Results indicate that consumers generally find FOP labels more useful than HCs.

Tan et al.
(2016)

Milk powder Indonesia,
Singapore
and
Thailand

Focus
groups

Mothers trust HCs on the products and the international brand manufacturers. The understanding of HCs is
influenced by the familiarity of the nutrient, knowledge, the perceived relevance, the use of scientific terms, the
choice of words, and also the phrasing and length of the claims.

Temesi et al.
(2019)

Orange
juice, muesli
bar,
yoghurt,
and
chocolate
rye-bread

Hungary Survey The expected taste has the greatest influence on the perceived fit of a carrier–ingredient combination. Awareness of
the combination, the health image of the carrier and perceived correspondence of health effects also have a positive
influence. Enhancing an existing and well-known health effect of the carrier increases positive perceived fit even if
the ingredient is not originally present in the carrier. The targeted participants are women, with secondary education
and with an average income.

Timpanaro et
al (2020)

Tomato Italy Survey At present, the potential consumer of biofortified food products is generally confused and uninformed, conditions
that, even when there is a high willingness to pay, limit purchases of biofortified products. Even in the absence of a
concise definition and clear labelling at a globally recognized level, in Italy biofortified products are increasingly
widespread, confirming consumer demand for this category of product.

Tórtora et al.
(2019)

Cookies and
crackers

Uruguay Conjoint
experiment

Nutritional warnings are efficient in capturing consumers’ attention, as the majority of participants attended them
while making food choices. The visual attention of nutritional warnings is similar to that of brand name and tended
to be higher for NCs and the facts up front panel. The inclusion of a NC has a positive effect on consumers’ choices.

Urala and
Lähteenmäki,
(2007)

Different
foods

Finland Survey Gender does not differ in attitudes towards foods with NCs and HCs. There are very small differences in attitudes
towards foods with NCs and HCs between age and education groups. The best predictors for WTU foods with NCs and
HCs are the perceived reward and the necessity for such foods. The dimensions, however, predict reported behaviour
differently depending on the target product.

Van der
Zanden et al.
(2014)

Different
foods

The
Netherlands

Focus
groups

For the independently living elderly, medical advice is an important facilitator that could overcome barriers to
purchasing and consuming protein-enriched food. For the residential home elderly, the sensory appeal of protein-
enriched foods is a facilitator. Preferences on the food carrier are similar for both groups. The elderly prefer protein-
enriched foods based on healthy products that they consume frequently.

Van Trijp and
Van der Lans
(2007)

Yoghurt Italy,
Germany,
U.K., U.S.A.

Survey There is little effect on perceived overall healthiness, perceived specific-health impact and consumer appeal of the
way NCs and HCs are being formulated. Individual differences have a significant (small) impact on the perceived
healthiness, perceived specific-health impact, appeal, perceived newness, credibility, and difficulty to understand the
NCs and HCs.

Van Wezemael
et al. (2014)

Beef Belgium,
France, the
Netherlands,
U.K.

Choice
experiment

Consumer valuation of NCs and HCs varies across countries. In Belgium, the Netherlands and France, NCs and HCs on
saturated fat yielded higher utilities than claims on protein and/or iron, while the opposite was found among
consumers in the UK.

(continued on next page)
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Table A1 (continued)
Reference Product Country Analytical

method
Key findings

Vecchio et al.
(2016)

Yoghurt Italy Survey and
experiment

Providing additional information through HCs increases consumers’ perceived value of the product. Additional
information on organic regulation does not add much to the premium. Specific socio-demographic variables (such as
gender, age, presence of kids in the household and following a specific diet) positively affect WTP for functional and
organic yoghurts.

Verbeke et al.
(2009)

Fruit juice,
spread and
breakfast
cereals

Belgium Survey HCs outperformed NCs, and both outperformed reduction of disease risk claims. Consumer preferences for fibre-
enriched cereals were higher than the rest. Positive attitudes towards functional foods and familiarity with the
concrete functional product category boosted the claim type and product ratings, whereas perceived control over own
health and perceiving functional foods as a marketing scam decreased all product concept appeal.

Vidigal et al.
(2011)

Fruit juices Brazil Sensory
analysis
and survey

Age (old) and gender (women) were more likely to accept fruit juices that claim a health benefit. Most respondents
reported that the main factor motivating the consumption is taste, thus revealing a greater concern to meet sensory
pleasure. Consumers are not willing to sacrifice the pleasure of sensory function for health benefits in a food with an
unpleasant taste.

Vila-López et
al. (2017)

Food
products

Spain Survey When searching for a healthy and low-fat food product, visual cues (colours, images etc.) are more important than
informational cues (label design and size of letters). Age explains alternative packaging strategies because young
adults do not pay equal attention to both packaging cues.

Viscecchia et
al. (2019)

Mozzarella
cheese

Italy Choice
experiment

Respondents have a clear preference for products from the Puglia region, for the combined NCs over single NCs and
for the reduction of disease HC over other HCs. The WTP for HCs is higher than NCs.

Williams et al.
(2008)

Different
foods

Australia Interviews Claims and carriers independently have a significant effect on ratings of attractiveness and intention to try but, the
carrier is a more important predictor of intention to purchase than the HC.

Wong et al.
(2014)

Margarine
and
breakfast
cereals

Canada Survey All NCs and HCs that mention either plant sterols or oat fibre generate positive attitudes towards the overall product
healthfulness and purchasing intentions than the taste control claim. The preferences of consumers depend on their
familiarity with the food, the component being claimed and their familiarity with the specific food-health
relationship.

Wortmann et
al. (2018)

Apple Germany Survey Findings indicate a moderate acceptance of biofortified apples, as well as of biofortified NCs and HCs among the
participants. Additional information about the beneficial health effects of biofortified had a significant impact on
consumer acceptance. People who regularly eat convenience food and prefer to buy apples at supermarkets were
particularly attracted by the product idea.
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